
ABSTRACT 

KUMAR, ALEXANDER VISHVAMITRA. Effects of a Dynamic Forest Structure on Vital 
Rates, Behavior and the Seasonal Molt of the Snowshoe Hare.  (Under the direction of Dr. 
Luther Mills). 
 
 

Changes in forest stand structure can have profound effects on wildlife. I examined 

these effects in a model system for forest restoration.  I first explored the effects of a 

restoration treatment in stands of western larch (Larix occidentalis), a key western U.S. 

timber species.  I evaluated restoration effects on both stand structure and on snowshoe hares, 

(Lepus americanus), a denizen of the boreal forest that can serve as a focal species by being a 

surrogate for the health of the restored ecosystem.  Western larch stands have been degraded 

throughout much of their historic range due to extensive timber harvest and fire suppression 

allowing dense stands of saplings to replace historic old growth larch forests.  I implemented 

a restoration treatment designed to accelerate development of old growth attributes in larch 

stands and examined the short term effects on snowshoe hares.  The treatment did not affect 

hare density, survival or movement, implying that the restoration treatment accelerated the 

development of old growth attributes while minimizing any negative short term effects on a 

focal animal species.     

Next I investigated a potential relationship between the circannual phenological 

changes in stand structure due to larch needle drop and the circannual phenological coat color 

molts of snowshoe hares.  Being a deciduous conifer, western larch drop their needles in fall 

and regrow them in the spring, causing drastic changes in the forest canopy.  These 

phenological changes have the potential to influence snow accumulation, which, in turn, may 

modify the circannual phenology of the hare molt.  Hares undergo an annual coat color molt 

from brown to white as means of camouflage against seasonal snow.  Climate change is 



predicted to decrease the number of snow covered days potentially leading to an increase in 

white hares mismatched against a snowless background.  

 I first examined whether the larch needle phenology was correlated with snow and 

found that more snow was associated with bare larch trees.  I then examined whether snow 

was associated with the hare molt and found that more snow was associated with whiter 

hares.  I also documented a significant acceleration in the initiation of the spring molt 

corresponding to decreased snow cover further establishing the connection between snow 

and the hare molt.  Finally, I examined if the larch needle phenology was correlated with the 

hare molt phenology mediated by its correlation with snow and found hares associated with 

bare larch having an 10% reduction of hare mismatch with their surroundings.  Together 

these findings serve as a novel example of a “phenologic cascade” whereby effects of climate 

change (e.g. temperature, snowpack duration) have profound and potentially unexpected 

indirect effects that cascade across phenologic changes at different trophic levels. 

Collectively, this thesis examines the demographic and behavioral responses of hares 

to drastic alterations to their surroundings, including interactions between direct human 

caused (restoration) and natural (larch needle phenology) changes.  The potential resiliency 

of hares to these changes is of critical importance in light of the unpredictable nature of 

climate change.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 

 Organisms must cope with a constantly varying environment from the drastic light 

changes between night and day to the severe climatic fluctuations caused by advancing and 

retreating glaciers.  The pace of change for many of these earth systems has recently been 

accelerated by human caused changes to the environment.  This often results in detrimental 

changes, leading to restoration efforts aimed at assisting the recovery of the degraded system.  

In this thesis, I explore how habitat changes affect a native focal species.  I first explore the 

effects that restoring western larch (Larix occidentalis), a species whose representation on 

the landscape has been greatly reduced, has on a snowshoe hares, (Lepus americanus), a 

focal wildlife species for the boreal forest.  I then explore how changes in forest cover caused 

by the western larch needle phenology affect snowshoe hares.   

Western larch stands have been degraded throughout much of their historic range due 

to fire suppression and extensive timber harvests of historic old growth stands followed by 

regrowth of dense stands of saplings.  These conditions make larch a suitable candidate for 

habitat restoration (Scher 2002, Brown 2005).  An important measure of the success of 

restoration centers on how it affects the inhabitants of the ecosystem, especially native focal 

species (Ruiz-Jaen and Aide 2005).  In western boreal forests, the snowshoe hare is an ideal 

focal species both because it is a sensitive indicator of forest management treatments 

(Sullivan and Sullivan 1988, Koehler and Brittell 1990, Ausband and Baty 2005, Sullivan et 

al. 2010, Bois et al. 2012) and because it is an important prey species for a plethora of 

carnivores including the federally threatened Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis).  Although the 
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effects of traditional forest management, such as pre-commercial thinning. on hares have 

been examined, the effects of a larch restoration treatment on snowshoe hares have not.  In 

Chapter 2 of this thesis, I explore the effects of a larch restoration treatment on snowshoe 

hare vital rates and movement.   

In addition to the changes caused by the restoration treatment, larch stands also 

undergo their own structural changes as a result of their natural needle phenology.  As a 

deciduous conifer, larch drop their needles in the fall and regrow them in the spring with 

timing presumably triggered by cues such as photoperiod and temperature (Rosenthal and 

Camm 1996).  These structural changes have the potential to influence local snow cover and 

temperature, which themselves are presumed to be some of the drivers of another phenologic 

event, the snowshoe hare molt (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova et al. 2014).  Hares molt from 

brown in the summer to white in the winter providing year-round camouflage in a 

temporarily snow covered environment.  The larch needle phenology has the potential to 

influence the hare molt phenology through its effect on local temperature and snow.  

However, since both of these events rely partially on environmental cues, climate change 

also has the potential to alter one or both of them creating cascading effects on the hare molt.  

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I investigate the role that the larch needle phenology has on the 

hare molt phenology mediated by the larch relationship on snow cover.   

Overall, this thesis collectively examines the demographic and behavioral responses 

of hares to extreme alterations to their habitat, including interactions between direct human 

caused (restoration) and natural (larch needle phenology) changes.  The potential resiliency 
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of hares to these changes is of the utmost importance in light of the unpredictable nature of 

the impending climate change.   

As this research, which constitutes my thesis, reflects the work of many (see 

Acknowledgements section), I use the collective “we” throughout the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Effects of Western Larch Restoration on Snowshoe Hare Vital Rates and Movement 
 

INTRODUCTION   

Forest management is currently undergoing a paradigm shift away from managing for 

timber production towards a worldwide trend of restoration (Hobbs and Norton 1996, Sarr et 

al. 2004, Puettmann et al. 2009).  Ecological restoration involves assisting the recovery of an 

ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged, or destroyed (Society for Ecological 

Restoration 2004).  Particularly in the western United States, managers are shifting away 

from managing public lands for commercial and fire reduction purposes towards managing 

stands for the restoration of ecological processes (Brown 2005).  For example, the Bureau of 

Land Management (BLM), an agency that manages about 100 million hectares in the U.S., 

has drastically shifted its focus from a strong resource extraction perspective prior to the 

1990s (Wood 2006) to an emphasis on restoration of land (USDI 2008).   

Western larch (Larix occidentalis) stands are of particular interest for restoration.  

Western larch has the densest wood of all northwestern conifers making it one of the most 

important timber species in western North America (Scher 2002).  As such, extensive larch 

harvests in parts of the west shifted the forest structure from large old-growth larch stands to 

dense mixed-conifer forests comprised of mainly saplings and small trees (Brown 2005).  

The impacts of commercial harvesting on larch stands were compounded by the active fire 

suppression regimes of the last hundred years.  Western larch forests historically were 

characterized by frequent mixed-severity fires and are the most fire resistant tree species in 
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its range (Scher 2002).  These fires are vital for larch germination and regeneration.  Modern 

fire suppression has shifted historical larch habitats to favor thickets of shade-tolerant 

conifers resulting in a decline in the lifespan of all tree species, higher severe wildfire risk 

and a decline in the extent of western larch forests (Scher 2002).  The negative effects that 

timber harvesting and fire suppression have had on larch make it a highly suitable candidate 

for restoration.   

A key component of restoration ecology is a reference ecosystem or community, 

which serves as the desired state towards which restoration is aimed (Hobbs and Norton 

1996, SER 2004, Young et al. 2005).  In this case, the reference ecosystem is the pre-

European settlement ecosystem consisting of old-growth larch, prior to large-scale fire 

suppression and timber harvest.  Although this reference ecosystem is largely historical, 

patches of remnant larch stands remain to serve as putative reference stands (Scher 2002, 

Brown 2005).   

In addition to restoring forest structure, restoration success should be judged by the 

effects on native focal species (Hobbs and Norton 1996).  One such focal species for boreal 

forests is the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus), an important prey species for a plethora of 

carnivores including the federally threatened Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis).  Hares prefer 

dense understories (Adams 1959, Litvaitis et al. 1985, Koehler and Brittell 1990, Ferron et al. 

1998) and are usually adversely affected, at least in the short term, by forest management 

treatments like thinning or clear-cutting (Sullivan and Sullivan 1988, Ausband and Baty 

2005, Sullivan et al. 2010, Bois et al. 2012).  Although the effects on hares of traditional 
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forest production techniques have received attention, little research has addressed the effects 

of forest restoration treatments on snowshoe hares. 

Restoration of dense forest stands can involve thinning (Sarr et al. 2004).  For 

example, precommercial thinning (PCT), which is implemented before trees are of 

commercial size to increase yield for future commercial harvest (Thomas et al. 1999), is of 

special interest due to existing management directives.  A moratorium on precommercial 

thinning of US federal lands in designated lynx habitat exists to provide suitable habitat for 

lynx and snowshoe hares (Ruediger et al. 2000), in light of the demonstrated adverse effects 

of widespread PCT on snowshoe hare abundance and habitat use (Ausband and Baty 2005, 

Homyack et al. 2007, Sullivan et al. 2010, Abele et al. 2013).  

Several studies have attempted to meet forestry objectives while minimizing impact 

on snowshoe hares by examining the effects of smaller scale thinning.  For example, thinning 

circular 5 meter radii (79m2) patches surrounding by 10 to 50 meter radii of unthinned forest 

actually increased hare abundance relative to untreated stands in the short term (3 years) 

(Bull et al. 2005).  Thinning three quarters of a stand and leaving the remaining quarter 

unthinned in quarter ha (2500m2) patches had no adverse effect on hare abundance compared 

to unthinned stands in the short term (<3 years) (Griffin and Mills 2007).  Thus, small scale 

thinning may be neutral or even positively affect hare abundance, at least in the short term, 

perhaps by providing forage in the open areas close to cover provided by the cut trees and 

unthinned areas.  

Using a replicated Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) design we examined the 

short term effects on hare vital rates (survival and density) of a forest restoration treatment 
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designed to restore larch stands to historic (pre-European settlement) conditions.  The 

treatment involved thinning around the largest larch trees on the grid to allow for faster 

growth to resemble historic conditions of larger trees while leaving a large portion of the grid 

unthinned.  We tested the immediate effects of the restoration treatment by examining 

changes in hare density, survival, and covariates affecting survival after the restoration 

treatment was applied.    

Western larch is of special interest for snowshoe hare ecology because it is a 

deciduous conifer.  Larch stands undergo dramatic structural changes when they lose their 

needles opening up the canopy and parts of the understory.  Open canopies decrease both 

habitat use (Hodson et al. 2010, Lewis et al. 2011, Thornton et al. 2013) and survival of 

snowshoe hares (Griffin and Mills 2009).  Thus, areas with bare larch trees may become less 

appealing to hares, potentially due to increased predation risk.  Indeed, lower survival of 

hares in Wisconsin was found to coincide with deciduous leaf fall which noticeably reduced 

concealment for hares (Sievert and Keith 1985).  Additionally, larch stands may provide less 

forage, especially in the winter, when their needles have dropped and when hares are eating 

mostly thin coniferous saplings.  Therefore, we also tested the following predictions: 1) 

Radio-collared hares should emigrate from larch stands when the needles drop in the fall and 

should immigrate back when the needles grow back in the spring. 2) Summer (needles on) 

hare density in larch forests should be significantly greater than in winter (needles off). 3) 

Hares that continue to use areas with bare larch trees in the winter should have a lower 

survival than those using the surrounding larch-free areas, which provide better cover.  
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METHODS 

STUDY SITE 
 

We sampled hares from two larch stands in areas of the Upper Blackfoot region of 

western Montana on land managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) with a 

history of timber management 2013-2015 (Appendix A).  Marcum Mountain (Lat. = 46.99°, 

Long. = -112.91°) and Chamberlain Creek (Lat. = 46.96°, Long. = -113.24°) are 

approximately 30 kilometers apart at similar elevations (1450-1700 m.a.s.l.). 

Marcum Mountain has a relatively diverse larch stand ranging from saplings to >20 

cm diameter at breast height (DBH) and has >7000 trees/ha.  In contrast, most of the larch in 

Chamberlain are saplings (<10 cm DBH) resulting from fire regeneration with some areas 

>7000 trees/ha but most <2000 trees/ha.  However, some larger larches (>20 cm DBH) that 

survived the fire also remain in small quantities (roughly 10 trees/ha) throughout the stand.  

Other prominent tree species in both sites include Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), 

Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa), Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta), Ponderosa Pine (P. 

ponderosa) and Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii).  

Common predators of snowshoe hares likely present at both sites include Canada lynx 

(Lynx canadensis), bobcat (L. rufus), coyote (Canis latrans), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), 

American marten (Martes americana), long-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata), golden eagle 

(Aquila chryseatos), great horned owl (Bubo virginianus), barred owl (Strix varia), northern 

goshawk (Accipiter gentilis), and red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis).  
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EXPERIMENTAL RESTORATION TREATMENT 
 

The goal of the restoration treatment was to accelerate the growth of large larch trees 

to better resemble our reference ecosystem, which was characterized by larch trees of the 

large and very large size classes (Appendix A).  Thus, the treatment aimed to accelerate the 

development of the largest larch trees by eliminating inter and intraspecific competition.   

Within each of the two study sites we established two grids (a treatment and a 

control).  We designated the grids with bigger larch trees to receive the restoration treatment, 

as they are better suited to achieve the restoration goal.  With only two replicates we felt that 

assigning treatments to the best candidates for restoration instead of randomly was 

warranted.  

BLM contractors applied a restoration prescription to the treatment grid 

approximately halfway through the study (summer 2014 for Chamberlain and fall 2014 for 

Marcum).  The treatment involved “doughnut thinning” around large larch trees.  

Specifically, contractors located all larch trees above a specified diameter at breast height 

(DBH) and thinned everything >2.5 cm DBH within 5 meters of the leave tree.  We thinned 

everything within 5 meters because larch experience a substantial drop-off in crown 

development when there are other stems present within 5 meters (Schmidt 1997).  

We chose a DBH threshold for “large” trees that resulted in approximately 1/3 of the 

stand being thinned to a density of 40 trees per hectare (TPH).  We chose to thin 

approximately 1/3 of the stand because it was close to the thinning extent of the two studies 

that showed no adverse effects of thinning on hares (Bull et al. 2005, Griffin and Mills 2007) 

and because it was the optimal amount of thinning to achieve the forest restoration objective.  
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Using stem densities from our vegetation sampling we determined that the DBHs for “large” 

trees to thin around should be 15 cm for Chamberlain and 22 cm for Marcum.  These radii 

provided an approximate guideline but contractors were instructed to adjust that guideline as 

they saw fit to ensure that approximately 1/3 of the stand was treated.   

In addition, BLM contractors left cut stems where they fell (ie no slashing of cut 

trees).  The control stand received no thinning treatments.  

VEGETATION SAMPLING 
 

We measured stand level vegetation characteristics and structural changes from the 

restoration treatment at 10 random points within each stand following protocols of Lewis et 

al. (2011).  At each point we established circular plots of 5m radii as the basis of vegetation 

sampling.  We estimated stem density by counting all stems >1m tall and >2.5 cm diameter 

at breast height (DBH).  We also counted total number of larch stems.  We estimated 

horizontal cover at three different compass bearings, the first being chosen randomly with the 

last two being 120o apart from the first.  We used photographs taken of a coverboard (100 cm 

x 50 cm) and analyzed in Adobe Photoshop to estimate horizontal cover following protocols 

of J. Goerz (in prep).  We also estimated canopy closure at the center of each plot using a 

fisheye lens mounted to a camera (J. Goerz, in prep).  In brief, we used Adobe Photoshop to 

count the number of pixels that were unobstructed by cover in both the horizontal and canopy 

cover photos.  We then divided that number by the total amount of pixels represented by the 

coverboard for the horizontal cover photos and by the entire canopy for the canopy cover 

photos to yield estimates of cover.  We measured these vegetation characteristics once in 

summer and once in winter for the control stands and twice in summer and twice in winter 
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for the treatment stands, with one set of summer and winter measurements taken before the 

restoration treatment and one set taken after.  

SNOWSHOE HARE CAPTURE/HANDLING 
 

Control and treatment grids on Marcum consisted of 80 traps placed in an 8x10 

arrangement spaced 50 meters apart.  Due to spatial limitations, Chamberlain consisted of 78 

traps placed in a 6x13 arrangement spaced 50 meters apart.  Control and treatment grids were 

separated by at least 100m, which is greater than the mean maximum distance moved over 

four day capture periods by hares in this region (Mills et al. 2005).   

We trapped all four grids for 4 consecutive nights twice in summer and twice in 

winter from summer 2013 to winter 2015, yielding two primary trapping occasions both pre 

and post-thinning.  Post-thinning trapping began one week after completion of the thinning 

treatment, in summer 2014 for Chamberlain and fall 2014 for Marcum.  

We used collapsible Tomahawk live traps 66x23x23 cm (Tomahawk Live Trap 

Company, Tomahawk, WI), baited with alfalfa cubes and apple pieces.  We covered traps 

with brush when necessary to shield captured animals from the elements.  We weighed all 

hares, determined sex, measured right hind foot length and determined breeding status 

(lactating or pregnant, testes abdominal or testes scrotal).  We marked all hares >500g with a 

unique numbered ear tag and a VHF radio-collar (Wildlife Materials, Murphysboro, IL) 

weighing < 40g and equipped with a mortality sensor.  All capture and handling procedures 

were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee under a permit issued to 

L.S. Mills. 
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RADIO-TELEMETRY OF SNOWSHOE HARES 
 

We tracked hares using radio-telemetry to monitor survival and determine locations. 

We monitored survival on a biweekly basis.  In the spring and fall, we visually determined 

hare locations weekly by honing in on them.  We then established a circular plot of 5 meter 

radius centered around the hare location and recorded the number of larch stems, diameter at 

breast height (DBH) for all larch stems and the total number of stems as described above.  In 

the case of a mortality, we located the collar and attempted to determine the cause of death 

based on hare remains and tracks, scat and/or hair from the potential predator.   

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 

We performed a known-fate analysis in Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) 

to examine the effects of various covariates on snowshoe hare survival using a staggered 

entry design (Pollock et al. 1989).  As we were mostly interested in the effects of six specific 

covariates on hare survival and less interested in the actual estimate of survival itself, we 

only included models that included our specific covariates of interest.  Specifically, we tested 

the following binary individual covariates: Region (Marcum vs Chamberlain), Grid 

(restoration vs control) and Slash (whether or not the hare was found in cover provided by 

the felled trees created by restoring grid).  We also included a covariate, Sum, the average 

sum of all larch DBHs found within 5 meters of the hare.  Finally, we also included two time 

varying covariates: L (larch trees bare vs full with needles) and R (before or after the 

restoration treatment).  We also considered models with three biologically relevant 

interactions.  Grid*R represented a difference in control and treatment grids only after the 

restoration treatment was applied.  Slash*R represented a difference in cover use only after 
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the restoration treatment was applied and DBH*L represented whether larch trees being bare 

or full of needles had a greater effect on hares that used areas with more larch.  We also 

included a null model, S(.) for constant survival.   

We ranked models using Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size 

(AICc) and used AICc differences (ΔAICc) and Akaike weights (wi) to evaluate model 

support.  We considered models with ΔAICc ≤ 2 to be indistinguishable from each other and 

models with ΔAICc > 7 to have little support (Burnham et al. 2011).   

We performed a spatial mark recapture analysis using the Package SECR (Efford 

2004, Borchers and Efford 2008) in Program R (version 2.15.1, R Development Core Team 

2012) to determine hare densities.  Traps that caught non-target species or were otherwise 

unable to capture a hare were considered inoperable for that night.  We originally considered 

models with half-normal and hazard detection functions and varied g0, the probability of 

detection given the individual’s activity center is at the detector, to include: a constant 

detection probability, a time-varying detection probability, and 2-class finite mixture 

allowing for heterogeneity in detection probability.  We specifically wanted to include 

models that attempted to account for individual heterogeneity because it has been shown to 

affect hare abundance estimation (Boulanger and Krebs 1994, 1996).  

We fit models with the full likelihood and ranked them using AICc and used AICc 

differences (ΔAICc) and Akaike weights (wi) to evaluate model support.  We found that the 

model that contained the half-normal detection function and a constant detection probability 

contained the majority of the Akaike weights (>0.60) for 3 out of 4 grids during the summer 

of 2013.  We considered that model the best model and used it for all subsequent analyses.  
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In this case, we did not model average because we were comparing density estimates from 

year to year and did not want to confound actual densities with apparent changes in density 

due to differences in model weight.  

We used t-tests to compare vegetation characteristics.  We compared initial 

vegetation structure at control vs. treatment grids pre-treatment with unpaired t-tests.  We 

compared vegetation structure winter vs. summer and pre vs. post restoration treatment with 

paired t-tests.   

To examine whether hare movement in larch stands corresponds to larch needle 

phenology, we estimated hare immigration/emigration from winter to summer (25 weeks) 

and from summer to winter (25 weeks) in Chamberlain (logistical constraints prevented us 

from trapping Marcum in summer 2014).  We chose to index immigration/emigration rather 

than examine data from collared individuals for two reasons.  First, we were interested in 

movement, both into and out of the stand.  As we only captured hares in the stand, radio-

collared hares could not be used to measure immigration into it. Secondly, we were more 

interested in assaying population level movement rather than the movement of a few select 

individuals.   

To estimate the number of immigrants from winter to summer we first multiplied the 

density estimates produced by the SECR model by the grid size to approximate the number 

of hares on the grid in winter, producing a “scaled abundance”.  We then calculated a 

summer adult hare scaled abundance, excluding juveniles based on a weight threshold 

(juveniles were <700 grams).  Next we accounted for deaths using the known-fate model-

averaged weekly survival estimates multiplied by the winter scaled abundance to 
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approximate the number of hare deaths to subtract from the winter scaled abundance.  After 

these corrections, the change in population size from winter to summer was considered an 

index of net emigration or immigration (Figure 1). 

We followed a similar approach to index immigration/emigration from the summer to 

the winter, in this case calculating summer hare scaled abundance for all hares (juveniles and 

adults) to compare to the scaled abundance the following winter.  A key assumption is that 

no new hares are added to population by birth after summer densities were estimated.  In 

order to support this assumption, all hares must have been available to be captured when 

trapping occurred in late July, which was usually the case (Appendix C).  

 

RESULTS 

HARE SURVIVAL  
 
 We used radio-telemetry to monitor survival from July 2013 to December 2014 on a 

total of 47 individual hares of which 20 died.  The model averaged estimate of weekly 

survival was 0.97 (95% CI = 0.92-0.99).  Five of the nine models all had ΔAICc ≤ 2 

indicating roughly equal support (Table 1).  The beta coefficients for all covariates [Region, 

Grid, Slash (use of slash), Sum (use of larch areas), L (larch bare vs full), R (pre vs post 

restoration), Grid*R, Slash*R, DBH*L] had 95% CIs that included 0 indicating non-

significance.   
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HARE DENSITY 
 
 We had 598 snowshoe hare captures, of which 298 were recaptures.  In addition, 8 

hares were caught on both grids during the same trapping session.  We estimated hare density 

four times (2 pre-restoration treatment and 2 post) on control and treatment grids at Marcum 

and Chamberlain (Figure 2).  Most estimates (all but 3) fell within the 95% confidence 

intervals of the other estimates from each region indicating no statistical differences.  

Exceptions included the Marcum fall 2014 estimates, which were significantly lower than all 

other estimates for Marcum, and the summer pre-treatment Chamberlain estimates, which 

were significantly greater on the treatment grid than the control grid.  However, they were 

similar post-treatment.     

SITE VEGETATION 
 
 Initial vegetation characteristics between the Marcum control and pre-treatment grids 

were similar, with no significant differences in any vegetation characteristics.  The 

Chamberlain pre-treatment grid had a greater number of larch stems (two sample t-test, n=10, 

t=-1.94, p=0.07), number of total stems (two sample t-test, n=10, t=-2.04, p=0.06) and sum 

of larch DBHs (two sample t-test, n=10, t=-2.07, p=0.05) compared to the control. 

 As expected for deciduous larch stands, summer had more cover than the winter 

(Figure 3).  Horizontal cover was significantly greater in the summer in Marcum (two sample 

t-test, n=20, t=-8.26, p<0.001) and Chamberlain (two sample t-test, n=20, t=-5.69, p<0.001).  

Similarly, canopy cover was also significantly greater in the summer in Marcum (two sample 

t-test, n=20, t=-6.00, p<0.001) and Chamberlain (two sample t-test, n=20, t=-4.38, p<0.001). 
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 After the restoration thin in fall 2014, Marcum had less horizontal cover (two sample 

t-test, n=10, t=-2.76, p=0.02) and canopy cover (two sample t-test, n=10, t=-6.15, p<0.001).  

This difference was significant when comparing the summer of 2013 with the fall of 2014 

but not when comparing the winter of 2014 to the winter of 2015 (Figure 3).  No other 

vegetation characteristics were significantly different after the restoration thin.    

HARE MOVEMENT 
 

We found that net movement of hares tended towards year-round immigration into 

larch stands.  Specifically, our crude index of net movement indicated that immigration 

overwhelmed emigration in almost all cases (Table 2).  We were only able to estimate net 

movement from Marcum from summer 2013 to winter 2014 because we were unable to trap 

it in the summer of 2014.   

 

DISCUSSION 

Overall, we found little support for short term effects of the restoration treatment on 

snowshoe hare density.  In Marcum, we found significantly lower densities in both treatment 

and control grids during the one week post-treatment fall sampling, but all other Marcum 

densities in summer and winter were similar.  Although this may indicate that hares were 

temporarily displaced by the thinning disturbance at Marcum, and then returned by the 

winter, we did not find this decline in density immediately after the treatment in 

Chamberlain.  Because the transient post treatment decline occurred in both the treatment and 

control grids, we attribute the effect to seasonal habitat use (Wolff 1980, Koehler and Brittell 

1990, Bull et al. 2005).  
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The general consensus is that large scale thinning treatments decrease hare abundance 

(Ausband and Baty 2005, Homyack et al. 2007, Sullivan et al. 2010, Abele et al. 2013), but 

small patch thinning treatments have neutral to positive effects on hares at least in the short 

term.  For example, Bull et al. (2005) found an increases in hare abundance 3 years post thin 

of 10 meter circular patches and Griffin and Mills (2007) found no effect of the thinning 

treatment with 2500m2 unthinned patches in <3 years.  Our results further support the idea 

that a thinning treatment that retains unthinned patches can be implemented in a manner to 

minimize short term impact on snowshoe hare density.  However, an important caveat to 

these findings is that all these studies only addressed short term effects.  More long term 

research is needed.   

Several factors likely underlie the lack of effects of our restoration thinning treatment 

on hare densities.  One explanation relates to the fact that we left 2/3 of the grids unthinned. 

This restoration treatment did not substantially change the measured stand level vegetation 

characteristics (with the exception of the fall 2014 data which likely reflect seasonal 

vegetation changes not attributed to the restoration treatment).  Also, since the area thinned 

was small relative to the effective area sampled, hare use of thinned areas could change 

without affecting density.  Finally, we emphasize that we only tested for a short-term effect 

with the final density estimate occurring only 3-6 months post treatment.  There may be a 

longer-term effect of the treatment on density that we were unable to detect.  

We found little support for any covariates affecting hare survival.  There were no 

differences between grids or regions in survival and no effect of the restoration treatment or 

larch phenology on survival.  Although the effects of thinning on hare survival are not well 
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studied the few studies that address this question had similar findings.  Thinning (2x2 meter 

spacing) of 9 hectare grids of lodgepole pine had little to no effect on hare reproduction or 

survival (Sullivan and Sullivan 1988) and precommercial thinning of 16 hectare grids of 

Douglas-fir had no effect on survival (Abele et al. 2013).  It seems that any effect of thinning 

on hare survival is minimal and difficult to detect.  

The changing stand structure created by the larch needle phenology also had no effect 

on survival.  As expected, we found that both horizontal and canopy cover are significantly 

reduced in winter when larch trees drop their needles.  Open habitats have been linked to the 

creation of population sinks through decreased survival (Griffin and Mills 2009), and poor 

understory cover reduces hare survival (Sievert and Keith 1985).  However, we found no 

effect of the seasonal reduction in cover provided by larch on hare survival.  Because we 

obtained weekly estimates of vegetation characteristics from locations occupied by hares we 

were able to improve power to test for covariate effects on survival that accounted for the 

specific habitat characteristics of areas used by each hare each week, increasing confidence 

that we would have detected strong effects on survival that were present.   

Snowshoe hares may adopt behavioral changes to compensate for reduced cover 

caused by the annual needle drop.  Although western larch was the most prevalent tree 

species at the sites, other conifer species were also present preserving some year-round cover 

for hares.  Hares could modify their behavior when the needles drop and avoid areas with 

compromised cover such as areas with substantial larch.  Hares are known to preferentially 

browse and rest in high cover microhabitats (Hodges and Sinclair 2005, Hodson et al. 2010).  

It is also possible that either snow depth or hardness at the sites increased the difficulty of 
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predation on hares by terrestrial predators other than lynx (Murray and Boutin 1991) in such 

a way as to compensate for increased predation risk in open larch stands rendering hare 

survival unaffected.   

We also found little support for larch needle phenology impacting hare use of larch 

stands even though it did correspond to decreases in horizontal and canopy cover.  Hares 

were consistently immigrating to the stand even as the needles were dropping in the fall.  

Despite the relatively crude nature of our movement index the high levels of immigration 

indicate at the very least that hares were not substantially leaving the stands.  It is possible 

that some of the summer to fall net immigration was biased high due to additions to the 

population through late births.  An analysis based on over 1000 individual captures at similar 

sites in western Montana indicates a potential bias of 6% (Appendix C), a level that would 

not affect the general net movement trend toward immigration.   

Despite the general trend of year-round immigration, hare density in the summer 

(needles on) was not significantly different than in winter (needles off) further indicating that 

hares use larch stands year-round.  As net immigration was high but densities remained 

unchanged, it is possible that these areas might be acting as population sinks for hares.  

Although the larch needle phenology did not affect survival it is possible that other stand 

level attributes decreased survival in the sites compared to a greater landscape, leading to 

local sink dynamics (Griffin and Mills 2009).   

Consistent seasonal hare densities and year-round immigration into larch stands 

suggest that there is no seasonality in hare use of larch stands, a surprising result given 

previous findings that hares move from more open areas in the summer with abundant 
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herbaceous forage to more dense coniferous areas in the fall and winter (Wolff 1980, 

Sullivan et al. 2010).  Hares prefer understories with more cover (Koehler and Brittell 1990, 

Ferron et al. 1998, Bois et al. 2012) and sites with more canopy cover were more likely to be 

colonized and less likely to go extinct (Thornton et al. 2013).  In addition, hare pellet 

densities increase with cover (Lewis et al. 2011).  Nonetheless, we have found that hares stay 

in larch stands year-round.  Perhaps they do not perceive the decrease in cover as needles 

drop.  Alternatively, they may have nowhere to go if all available habitat is occupied.  

Finally, we have also found that their survival was not affected by needle phenology so they 

apparently do not have increased predation pressure to leave.  If predators are not responding 

to the potential advantage that the reduction in cover may provide them then there becomes 

no cost for hares to occupy areas with reduced cover.   

Given the challenge of evaluating restoration success (Ruiz-Jaen and Aide 2005), we 

targeted a priori a focal species (Mills et al. 2013) that should respond to changes in forest 

stand structure (e.g. act as an indicator species) and serve as a strong interactor or keystone 

prey species for multiple carnivores.  We measured restoration success using multiple criteria 

(Ruiz-Jaen and Aide 2005).  One criterion was restoring larch stand structure, which was 

successful.  By thinning around the largest larch trees available we have accelerated the 

transition of the stand towards our reference ecosystem of an old-growth stand structure.  

Another criterion was not impacting endemic hares as a focal species, which was also 

successful at least for the short term we monitored.  Although restoration would be expected 

to affect different species in different ways (Gaines et al. 2007), our targeted focal species 

connects clearly to both the treatment and the greater ecosystem effects. 
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We found that stand structure changes arising from a restoration treatment and the 

western larch needle phenology have no impact on hare movement, habitat use or vital rates.  

Hares use larch habitat year-round, which suggests that any management activities that 

disturb the stand have the potential to affect hares.  However, our findings show that a 

restoration treatment can be implemented in a manner that not only restores degraded habitat 

but also has no measurable detrimental effects on hares, a focal species that is typically 

adversely affected by traditional forest management treatments.   
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Table 1 – Known-fate models in Program MARK of 47 collared snowshoe hares from July 
2013-December 2014 in western Montana.  Models were ranked by Akaike’s Information 
Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc).  Covariates included: Region (Marcum vs 
Chamberlain), Grid (treatment vs control), Slash (whether or not the hare was ever found in 
cover provided by the felled trees created by restoring grid), Sum (average sum of all larch 
DBHs found within 5 meters of the hare), L (larch trees bare vs full with needles) and R 
(before or after the restoration treatment).  We also considered models with the following 
interactions: Grid*R (difference in control and treatment grids only after the restoration 
treatment), Slash*R (difference in cover use only after the restoration treatment) and DBH*L 
(whether bare larch trees vs larch trees full of needles had a greater effect on hares that used 
areas with more larch).  We also included a null model, S(.), that represented constant 
survival.  K indicates the number of estimated parameters.   
Model K AICc Δ AICc AICc Weights Model Likelihood Deviance 
{S(R*Slash)} 3 172.67 0.00 0.26 1.00 166.63 
{S(L)} 2 173.25 0.58 0.20 0.75 169.23 
{S(Slash)} 2 173.80 1.13 0.15 0.57 169.78 
{(L*DBH)} 4 174.64 1.97 0.10 0.37 166.57 
{S(.)} 1 174.65 1.98 0.10 0.37 172.64 
{S(R)} 2 174.98 2.31 0.08 0.32 170.96 
{S(Region)} 2 176.04 3.37 0.05 0.19 172.02 
{S(Grid)} 2 176.26 3.60 0.04 0.17 172.24 
{S(R*Grid)} 4 177.87 5.20 0.02 0.07 169.80 
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Table 2 – Net seasonal movement of snowshoe hares in western larch stands in western 
Montana. Movement was indexed using modifications to a traditional BIDE equation (Figure 
1).  Positive numbers for Net Movement indicate net immigration while negative numbers 
indicate net emigration.  We were only able to estimate net movement from Marcum from 
Summer 2013 to Winter 2014 because we were unable to trap it in the summer of 2014.   
Period Region Grid Net Movement 
Summer 2013 – Winter 2014 Chamberlain Treatment +7 
Summer 2013 – Winter 2014 Chamberlain Control +5 
Winter 2014 – Summer 2014 Chamberlain Treatment -2 
Winter 2014 – Summer 2014 Chamberlain Control +6 
Summer 2014 – Winter 2015 Chamberlain Treatment +15 
Summer 2014 – Winter 2015 Chamberlain Control +5 
Summer 2013 – Winter 2014 Marcum Treatment +6 
Summer 2013 – Winter 2014 Marcum Control +13 
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Figure 1 – Conceptual representation on how index of net movement was estimated from a 
traditional BIDE equation.  Changes to the population size due to births were accounted for 
by removing young of year.  Deaths were accounted for using the site-specific survival 
estimates.  This yields an estimate of net movement.   
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b 

 
Figure 2 – Density estimates of snowshoe hares on control and treatment grids in western 
Montana from 2013-2015 before and after a restoration treatment.  Densities were obtained 
using the Package SECR in Program R.  Grids were approximately 16 hectares in size and 
had about 80 traps.  The restoration treatment (represented by the dotted line) was 
implemented in July 2014 for Chamberlain and October 2014 for Marcum.   
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Figure 3 – Seasonal changes in horizontal and canopy cover at two different study sites in 
western Montana from 2013-2015.  The summer always had significantly more cover (two 
sample t-test, n=20, p<0.001).  Twenty random points were visited at each site once in the 
summer and once in the winter and compared with a paired t-test.  Cover was estimated by 
photographing a horizontal coverboard and the forest canopy using a fisheye lens that were 
analyzed in Adobe Photoshop.   
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CHAPTER 3 
 

The Cascading Effects of Circannual Phenologies Across Trophic Levels  - How 
Western Larch affect the Coat Color Molt in Snowshoe Hares 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Climate change is one of the most pressing environmental issues that our society must 

confront in the coming years.  Its effects on the globe’s flora and fauna are diverse and in 

some cases unanticipated.  Many of the more compelling examples of climate change’s 

effects in diverse taxa involve disruption in the phenology of major life cycle events such as 

migration or hibernation (Both and Visser 2001, Edwards and Richardson 2004, Lane et al. 

2012), often across trophic levels (Edwards and Richardson 2004, Martin and Maron 2012).  

One of the strongest predicted climate change effects is a reduction in the number of 

days with seasonal snow on the ground (Dye 2002, Brown and Mote 2009, Choi et al. 2010), 

as a result of primarily an increase of rain on snow events (Pederson et al. 2011).  For the 

approximately 20 species worldwide that undergo seasonal coat color molts from brown to 

white to match their background, reduced snow duration becomes a striking and direct 

climate change stressor resulting in camouflage mismatch.  One such species undergoing 

seasonal color molts is the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) (Grange 1932, Severaid 1945, 

Nagorsen 1983), an important prey species for a plethora of carnivores and the primary prey 

species of the federally threatened Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis).   

Color mismatch resulting from white winter hares against a brown snowless 

background is predicted to increase fourfold to eightfold over the next century if the 

snowshoe hare molt phenology does not change in response to the decrease in snowpack 
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duration (Mills et al. 2013).  Consistent with other circannual traits (Lincoln et al. 2006), the 

initiation of the seasonal color molt appears to be driven by photoperiod and shows little 

yearly plasticity in timing (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova et al. 2014).  Some plasticity exists in 

the rate of the spring molt, which is thought to be mediated by factors such as snow presence 

or temperature (Watson 1963, Nagorsen 1983, Zimova et al. 2014).  Because plasticity in 

initiation date and/or the rate of the molt could allow hares to minimize their color mismatch 

by more closely tracking decreasing snow duration, the role of snow in molt regulation is of 

pressing importance.   

 Snow cover could affect the phenology of hare coat color molts both indirectly and 

directly.  Indirectly, snow cover could positively or negatively influence temperature, which 

would then affect molt phenology.  Snow could influence temperature perceived by hares by 

insulating hares from colder ground (Goodrich 1982), or by cooling hares due to effect of the 

high albedo of snow on depressing temperature (Namias 1985, Choi et al. 2010).  Direct 

effects of snow on the molt could occur through the photoperiod perception pathway of 

hares, potentially extending the period that hares remain white.  

Forest stand structure is an important driver of snow cover and therefore, potentially, 

of molt phenology.  For example, dense canopies can also affect snow cover by intercepting 

up to 60% of cumulative snowfall (Pomeroy and Schmidt 1993).  Western larch (Larix 

occidentalis) is an interesting species to test for stand level effects of snow because it is 

deciduous.  Therefore, larch undergoes drastic changes in stand structure through its own 

phenological changes, as its needles turn yellow and eventually drop in fall and re-grow in 

spring.  The needle phenology is presumably triggered by cues such as photoperiod and 
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temperature (Rosenthal and Camm 1996).  These structural changes should affect local snow 

cover in variable ways compared to non-deciduous conifer stands, providing a potential 

mechanism to modulate the hare molt or even hare mismatch.  The basis of the larch needle 

phenology is not well understood, but plasticity in the initiation date of needle growth and 

senescence has been documented in subalpine larch (L. lyallii), a congeneric species to 

western larch found at the same latitudes but at higher elevations (Worrall 1993). 

The central aim of this research is to examine if a phenologic change in habitat 

structure (larch needle phenology) influences a phenologic change in a cryptic prey species 

(hare molt phenology).  Our first objective is to quantify the timing of the snowshoe hare 

molt and the western larch needle drop and regrowth.  We then evaluate the relationships that 

snow cover has on the hare molt and larch has on snow cover.  Finally, we examine the role 

of larch on hare color mismatch mediated by the influence of snow cover.  

We predicted that increasing amounts of snow cover in the microsite near the hare 

would be associated with whiter hares.  We also predicted that larch should influence snow 

cover differently than other conifer tree species and the differences should be increased when 

larch are bare. Finally, we predicted that the association of larch on snow would cascade to 

influence the hare molt progression. 

 

METHODS 

STUDY AREAS 
 

This research was conducted in two areas of the Upper Blackfoot region of western 

Montana on land managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) with a history of 
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timber management.  Marcum Mountain (Lat. = 46.99°, Long. = -112.91°) and Chamberlain 

Creek (Lat. = 46.96°, Long. = -113.24°) are approximately 30 kilometers apart at similar 

elevations (approximately 1450-1700 m.a.s.l.). 

Both study areas occur in temperate boreal coniferous forests with a dominant tree 

species of western larch.  Marcum has relatively diverse size classes of larch ranging from 

saplings to >20 cm diameter at breast height (DBH) with >7000 trees/ha.  In contrast, most of 

the larch in Chamberlain are saplings (<10 cm DBH) resulting from (post fire) regeneration 

with some areas >7000trees/ha but most <2000 trees/ha.  Other prominent tree species in 

both areas include Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa), 

Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta), Ponderosa Pine (P. ponderosa) and Engelmann spruce 

(Picea engelmannii).  

Common predators of snowshoe hares likely present at both areas include Canada 

lynx (Lynx canadensis), bobcats (L. rufus), coyotes (Canis latrans), red foxes (Vulpes 

vulpes), American martens (Martes americana), long-tailed weasels (Mustela frenata), 

golden eagles (Aquila chryseatos), great horned owls (Bubo virginianus), barred owls (Strix 

varia), northern goshawks (Accipiter gentilis), and red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis). 

CAPTURE/HANDLING  
 

We trapped for 4 consecutive nights in the summer and winter from summer 2013 to 

winter 2015.  Trapping consisted of two approximately 80 trap grids at each area with 50 

meter spacing between traps.  We used collapsible live traps 66x23x23 cm (Tomahawk Live 

Trap Company, Tomahawk, WI) baited with alfalfa cubes and apple pieces.  We covered 

traps with brush when necessary to shield captured animals from the elements.  We weighed 
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all hares, determined sex, measured right hind foot length and determined breeding status 

(lactating or pregnant, testes abdominal or testes scrotal).  We also collected tissue samples 

of every individual hare with a biopsy punch.  We marked all hares >500g with a unique 

numbered ear tag and a VHF radio-collar (Wildlife Materials, Murphysboro, IL) weighing < 

40g equipped with a mortality sensor.  All capture and handling procedures were approved 

by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees under a permit issued to L.S. Mills. 

SNOWSHOE HARE MOLT PHENOLGY 
 

We tracked 56 individual snowshoe hares using VHF radiotelemetry and obtained 

280 locations during the autumn brown-to-white and the spring white-to-brown molts.  We 

used the VHF signal to hone in on animals to record each hare location during the day 

(usually at “forms” where they shelter) with a handheld GPS (Garmin etrex 20).  We 

photographed and estimated their molt progression following protocols established by Mills 

et al (2013).  In brief, we used a standardized protocol to estimate via visual observation and 

photography the percent white of each hare: (0%, 5%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 95%, and 

100%).  We considered the molt of a hare to occur when it was >0% but <100% white.   

We also recorded microsite characteristics associated with each hare location.  We 

photographed the snow cover from the hare form to quantify snow cover at the microhabitat 

level (1 meter radius from hare form and 10 meter radius) and percent mismatch of hare (hare 

percent white – snow percent white).  We recorded the temperature and wind speed at the 

hare form with a handheld weather meter (Kestrel 2000).  We then established a circular plot 

of 5 meter radius centered on the hare form and recorded the number of larch stems, diameter 
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at breast height (DBH) for all larch stems, and the total number of stems for all trees and 

shrubs.   

We also selected another location to represent an available but unused point for each 

hare location.  These locations were in a random direction from the hare form and a random 

distance drawn from a distribution relating to the mean 95% home range diameter (180 

meters) of hares from western Montana (see Appendix B for complete derivation and full 

methods).  At each of these available points we recorded snow cover, temperature, wind 

speed and larch measurements in the same manner as the used point.   

WESTERN LARCH NEEDLE PHENOLOGY 
 

From spring 2013 through fall 2014 we conducted weekly visits to 6 randomly 

located plots in both the Marcum Mountain and Chamberlain Creek study areas.  At each plot 

we located the nearest larch tree to measure.  

We quantified larch need phenology based on protocols developed by the USA 

National Phenology Network (https://www.usanpn.org/).  During the spring phenology we 

estimated the number of breaking buds per tree in increments of <3, 3-10, 11-100, 101-1,000, 

1,001-10,000 & >10,000.  A bud is defined as breaking when the green needle tip is visible at 

the end of the bud, but before the first needle from the bud has unfolded and spread away at 

an angle from the developing stem, or from other needles in a bundle.  Next we estimated the 

number of live unfolded needles as percent canopy with full needles in the following 

increments: (<5%, 5-24%, 25-49%, 50-74%, 75-94% & >95%).  A needle is considered 

"unfolded" once it begins to spread away from the developing stem enough that its point of 

attachment to the stem is visible, or from other needles in a bundle so that it is no longer 
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pressed flat against them.  We defined spring larch phenology occurring when the buds burst 

(>3 buds per tree) until the canopy was full of green needles (>95% full). 

During the fall phenology we documented the yellowing of the needles and their 

eventual senescence.  We determined the percent of needles on the larch changing from 

green to yellow in fall: (<5%, 5-24%, 25-49%, 50-74%, 75-94% & >95%).  Once all the 

needles turned to yellow we determined the percent of yellow needles left on the tree with the 

same increments and extrapolated the percent of fallen needles.  We defined fall larch 

phenology occurring when needles were falling from larch trees (<95% but >5% canopy full 

with needles).  We defined larch trees as bare when there were <5% of needles left on the 

tree and <3 breaking buds per tree.   

STATISTICAL ANALYSES   
 

We used a consistent modeling framework to explore the association of snow with the 

hare molt, larch covariates with snow and hare mismatch and to examine hare microsite 

selection.    To examine the effects of various covariates on the phenology of the hare molt 

and how it relates to the larch needle phenology we used mixed effects models using the 

Package “lme4” (Bates et al. 2014) in Program R (version 2.15.1, R Development Core Team 

2012). We standardized all covariates to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 to 

facilitate comparisons between models.  We also tested for correlation between all 

biologically plausible covariates. In the case of a strong correlation (>0.7) we only included 

the covariate that best fit the data using a linear model.   

Because the interpretation of the parameters changes when the model changes we 

only ran the full models, which included the response and all plausible fixed and random 
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effects.  For comparison purposes we also model averaged (Appendix E) and found no major 

differences.  To help interpret effect sizes we describe effects in terms of how a change in 

one standard deviation of the predictor affected the response.  

SNOWSHOE HARE MOLT PHENOLOGY AND ASSOCIATION WITH SNOW  
 
 We quantified the hare molt phenology during spring 2013 and 2014 and fall 2013 at 

Marcum and during the spring 2014 and fall 2013 at Chamberlain.  We also estimated area-

specific snow levels for all years and areas using the daily average of the snow cover data 

taken at hare locations.  We were unable to obtain reliable estimates of the molt initiation and 

completion dates for some of the fall molts due to insufficient data.  Due to incomplete 

detection and high hare mortality we used a Bayesian mixed effects change point analysis to 

estimate the mean population molt initiation and completion dates (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova 

et al. 2014).  We used a repeated-measures model with individual hare as the random effect. 

The model was fit with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) in OpenBugs using five chains 

of 100,000 iterations (discarding 10,000 burn-ins).  Examination of the Gelman-Rubin 

statistic indicated chain convergence (R ≤ 1.1).  We calculated the initiation and completion 

dates of the molt and the resultant 95% credible intervals for each site and season separately.   

 We used a mixed effects modeling approach to further examine the relationship 

between snow cover and the snowshoe hare molt.  We included only data collected during 

the actual molt of the hare (ie hare was >0 but <100 percent white). In addition, we added 

data collected using the same protocols for quantifying the hare molt and snow cover from 

nearby sites in Montana (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova et al. 2014) yielding a combined dataset 

of 236 individual hares and 1313 locations.   
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We also included a fixed effect for date to prevent attributing changes in the hare 

molt due to season to snow cover.  Thus all seasonal changes were absorbed by the date fixed 

effect leaving only daily variation in covariates to be explained by the model; though 

rigorous, this approach will produce smaller effect sizes. Because the fixed effect for date 

will have a positive slope in fall and negative slope in the spring we analyzed spring and fall 

separately.  The full model consisted of percent white of the hare as the response, fixed 

effects for date and the standardized measurements of snow cover at 10 meters, and random 

effects for individual hare, year and region.  

HARE MICROSITE SELECTION  
 

We tested for microsite selection by fitting a generalized linear model with a binomial 

distribution to examine the differences between all locations used by hares and the paired 

available but unused locations.  The full model consisted of whether or not a hare used a 

location as the response and the standardized measurements of Stems, temperature at the 

form, snow at 1 meter, wind speed at the form and all of their one-way interactions and a 

random effect for individual hare.  We expressed the results as odds ratios on the real scale. 

LARCH ASSOCIATION WITH SNOW AND HARE MISMATCH 
 

We used a mixed effects modeling approach to examine the relationship between 

stand structure covariates versus microsite snow cover and hare mismatch.  To model stand 

structure we used two covariates: the sum of the DBH for all larch stems (Sum) and the 

number of stems of all species (Stems) within a 5 meter circular radius. We chose Sum to 

model the effects of larch because it takes into account the number of larch stems and the 
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DBH to account for the fact that bigger DBHs should have bigger canopies and more of an 

effect on snow than smaller stems.  Stems serve to test for an effect of total woody vegetation 

structure on snow.  We also included the fixed effect for date to prevent attributing changes 

in snow due to season to stand structure covariates.  We analyzed the entire dataset as well as 

subsets of the data for bare larch and full larch to see if the effects of larch varied depending 

on their phenology.   

Stand Covariates and Snow 
We examined the relationship between stand structure covariates and snow cover at 1 meter 

circular radii. Because we were ultimately interested in larch effects during the seasonal 

accumulation and dissipation of snow, we restricted analysis to locations with snow cover >0 

but <100 percent.  We analyzed data from locations used by hares and available but unused 

locations (116 locations).  The full model consisted of snow as the response and the fixed 

effects of Sum, Stems and Date as well as the random effect of year.  

Stand Covariates and Hare Mismatch 
We also examined the relationship between stand structure covariates and hare mismatch, 

defined as hare percent white minus snow percent white.  We again only analyzed data 

collected during the actual molt of the hare (56 hares and 280 locations) and calculated 

mismatch at 1 and 10 meters.  We analyzed the spring and fall molts collectively because the 

effect of date on mismatch should not vary predictably by season, although more analyses 

could be performed to examine the effect of season on mismatch.  The full model consisted 

of hare mismatch as the response and Sum, Stems and Date. We also included random effects 

for individual hare and year.   
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RESULTS 

SNOWSHOW HARE MOLT PHENOLOGY 
 

We found no significant differences (overlapping 95% credible intervals) in either the 

initiation or completion dates of snowshoe hare molts between the two study areas during the 

same season (Figure 1a & 2a).  For fall 2013, in Marcum and Chamberlain, respectively, the 

molt initiated on October 13 and 12 and completed on November 17 and 20 for molt 

durations of 36 and 40 days.  For spring 2014, in Marcum and Chamberlain, the molt 

initiated on April 17 and 12 and completed on May 26 and 20 for molt durations of 40 and 39 

days.  We also found no major differences in snow and temperature levels between areas in 

fall (Figure 1 b&c) or spring (Figure 2 b&c).   

However, we did find significant differences in the molt phenology between spring 

2013 and 2014 in Marcum (Figure 3a).  The 2014 molt initiated later than 2013 (April 17 vs. 

March 29) and completed later (May 26 vs. May 17).  These changes tracked differences in 

snow cover (Figure 3) which lasted longer and melted slower in 2014 compared to 2013.  

Chamberlain was only studied during the spring of 2014 so we were unable to compare 

consecutive spring hare molts or snow cover.   

LARCH PHENOLOGY 
 

The larch needle phenology varied little between areas or years (Figure 4).  The 

duration of the needle phenology occurred faster than the hare molts in the spring while in 

the fall the durations were similar (Figure 4).  Needles took about 2-3 weeks to turn yellow 

and an additional 2-3 weeks to fall off the trees.  Both of these processes commenced before 
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the hare molt initiated and completed half way through the hare molt in 2013 and three 

quarters of the way through the molt in 2014.  In the spring, it took about 3 weeks for the 

canopy to fully develop once the buds burst.  The buds burst about halfway through the hare 

molt and the canopy was fully developed by the time the molt completed.   

HARE MICROSITE SELECTION  
 

Hares had strong preferences for microsites that had less snow and more total stems 

of all species during their spring and fall molts.  An increase in percent snow cover by one 

standard deviation (34.5%) decreased the probability that a hare would use a location by 

35.5% (se=18.5%).  An increase in the number of stems of all species by one SD (23.3 

stems) increased the probability that a hare would use a location by 67.9% (se=5.9%).  Hare 

preference for higher stem densities is not a novel concept (Adams 1959, Conroy et al. 1979, 

Bois et al. 2012) but it does serve to validate the mixed effects model.  An increase in 

temperature by one SD (8.0°C) decreased the probability that a hare would use a location by 

25.4% (se=12.0%).  An increase in wind speed by one SD (0.2 meters/second) decreased the 

probability that a hare would use a location by 12.7% (se=9.8%).     

ASSOCATION OF SNOW ON THE MOLT 
 

We found a strong association of snow with the snowshoe hare molt even after 

controlling for date.  An increase of one standard deviation of percent snow cover (36.4% in 

the fall and 43.6% in the spring) was associated with an increase in percent white of hares by 

3.0% (se=0.8%) in the fall and 10.7% (se=1.3%) in the spring.  
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LARCH ASSOCIATION WITH SNOW AND HARE MISMATCH 
 

We found some support for a relationship between stand structure covariates on 

microsite snow cover. Generally, more larch (measured by the variable Sum) was associated 

with an increase in percent snow cover whereas more stems of any species (measured by the 

variable Stems) were associated with a decrease in percent snow cover.  This relationship 

held true in all four cases we evaluated (below) with Sum always having a positive 

relationship on snow cover and Stems always having a negative relationship on snow cover.  

Therefore, although the effect sizes (below) were small and the standard errors large, the 

consistent directionality of the results provides some support for a relationship between stand 

structure covariates on microsite snow cover.   

Specifically, for the fall, an increase in Sum (sum of the DBH for all larch stems) by 

one standard deviation (74.1) was associated with 1.8% more snow (se=3.4%).  An increase 

Stems by one standard deviation (21.6) was associated with 7.3% less snow (se=3.4%).  The 

results were similar for the spring as an increase in Sum by one standard deviation (81.2) was 

associated with 4.5% more snow (se=5.3%) and an increase in Stems by one standard 

deviation (18.1) was associated with 5.2% less snow (se=5.6%). 

When we considered the effect of bare versus full larch trees on percent snow cover 

we again found large standard errors but effect sizes consistent with a positive effect of Sum 

and a negative effect of Stems.  We were most interested in bare larch trees as this presented 

a contrasting stand structure compared to the neighboring evergreen trees.  An increase in 

Sum of bare larch by one standard deviation (85.5) was associated with 12.5% more snow 

(se=13.0%) whereas an increase in Stems by one standard deviation (20.3) was associated 
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with 6.3% less snow (se=14.7%).  An increase in Sum of larch when its needles were present 

by one standard deviation (74.0) was associated with 3.5% more snow (se=6.0%) whereas an 

increase in Stems by one standard deviation (16.8) was associated with 5.9% less snow 

(se=6.2%).  These data are only from the spring because the fall sample size was too small 

for analysis.   

We also found a relationship between larch and snowshoe hare mismatch with more 

larch associated with decreasing hare mismatch. An increase of stems of all species (Stems) 

by one standard deviation (23.1) was associated with an increase in mismatch at 1 meter by 

0.9% (se=1.8%) and at 10 meters by 1.8% (se=1.5%) meaning increasing numbers of trees 

was minimally associated with increasing mismatch.  However, an increase of larch (Sum) by 

one SD (104.3) was associated with a decrease in mismatch at 1 meter by 3.1% (se=1.8%) 

and at 10 meters by 3.5% (se=1.5%) meaning increasing amounts of larch was associated 

with decreasing mismatch.  

We then considered the effect of the bare versus full larch trees on hare mismatch. 

First we examined the association of bare larch and the hare molt.  We found a similar but 

even stronger association of bare larch on mismatch.  An increase of Sum by one SD (103.3) 

was associated with a decrease in mismatch at 1 meter by 10.0% (se=5.7%) and at 10 meters 

by 9.3% (se=3.9%).  By contrast, increasing stems of all species (Stems) by one SD (23.6) 

was associated with an increase in mismatch at 1 meter by 1.4% (se=5.4%) and a decrease in 

mismatch at 10 meters by 0.2% (se=3.7%).   

Finally, we examined the association of larch when it has needles present on the molt. 

An increase of Stems by one SD (23.0) was associated with an increase in mismatch at 1 
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meter by 1.6% (se=1.8%) and at 10 meters by 3.7% (se=1.6%).  An increase of Sum by one 

SD (104.8) was associated with a decrease in mismatch at 1 meter by 1.4% (se=1.7%) and at 

10 meters by 2.9% (se=1.6%). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 Although the phenologies of the hare coat color molt (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova et al. 

2014) and larch needle drop (Owens and Molder 1979) have been studied independently in 

natural systems, these potentially interacting changes have never been simultaneously 

studied.  The initiation of the molt appears to be driven by photoperiod (Mills et al. 2013, 

Zimova et al. 2014) with snow presence and temperature potentially modifying the rate of the 

molt (Watson 1963, Nagorsen 1983, Zimova et al. 2014).  The larch needle phenology 

appears to be mainly driven by photoperiod and temperature (Rosenthal and Camm 1996). 

We found that the needle phenology happens faster than the hare molt and both phenologies 

retain some degree of year-to-year plasticity in their timing and duration to match local 

weather (although only in the spring for hares).   

Although these phenologies on different trophic levels may have similar underlying 

timing mechanisms related to photoperiod, temperature and snow, we have shown that a 

phenologic change in habitat may have cascading effects on a different phenologic event.  

The associations we found between larch, snow cover and the hare molt followed a plausible 

chain of causality: bare larch was associated with an increase in snow, more snow was 

associated with whiter hares and bare larch was also associated with reduced hare mismatch.  

Snow cover provides the mechanism to link larch to matching white hares in snow.  We 
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found these associations even after controlling for date, which greatly reduced our effect 

sizes.  Thus, although the study design strictly only establishes associations, the 

correspondence to a complex chain of mechanisms implies a causal link between larch and 

hare mismatch.  Thus, the remainder of the discussion will be in the context of causation 

between larch and hare phenology. 

We found that snow influenced the snowshoe hare molt in the wild, potentially 

facilitating plasticity in the rate of change.  Snow presence in both the spring and fall was 

associated with whiter hares, providing a potential mechanism to maximize crypsis by 

making hares whiter when environmental conditions are most likely to be snow covered. The 

effect was found even after we controlled for date, effectively accounting for seasonal 

changes in snow on the coat color molt.  With only daily variation in snow remaining, the 

demonstrated effect of snow on the hare molt supports the idea snow is influencing the rate 

of the molt.   

Snowshoe hares preferred areas with less snow cover, supporting previous findings 

(Zimova et al. 2014), and possibly having thermoregulatory implications.  Hare preference 

for bare areas is especially important because it suggests that white hares are not reducing 

mismatch behaviorally by preferring snow covered areas.  Thus, associations between snow 

and the whiteness of a hare is likely due to an effect of snow on the hare molt and not a 

reflection of behavioral choices of white hares preferring snowy areas.   

 Although the overall effect of larch (irrespective of larch phenology) on snow cover 

was minimal, there was some evidence of the needle phenology influencing snow cover.  

Bare larch was associated with 13% more snow presumably as a result of their more open 
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canopies intercepting less snow.  However, the standard error associated with this estimate 

was large.  The amount of snowfall, time since snowfall, temperature, snow wetness, wind 

speed, canopy density and canopy height all affect snow interception (Hedstrom and 

Pomeroy 1998) increasing the difficulty of detecting an effect of the larch canopy on percent 

snow cover.  In addition, larch might influence snowpack depth more than just percent snow 

cover.  Despite these difficulties we were still able to find some support for a connection 

between larch needle phenology and snow cover.  

 As we found that snow influences the hare molt and larch influences snow we might 

expect larch to influence hare mismatch as mismatch is affected by both snow cover and hare 

percent white.  Indeed, western larch had measurable effects on hare mismatch with its 

surroundings.  These effects also varied based on larch phenology.  Bare larch was associated 

with a reduction in hare mismatch of 10% at the 1 meter level and 9% at the 10 meter level.  

As bare larch provides variation in stand structure in an otherwise predominantly coniferous 

stand, this variation could provide the mechanism for hares to minimize their mismatch.  

Minimizing mismatch is especially critical for hares since the vast majority of their mortality 

is a result of predation (Wirsing et al. 2002).  Furthermore, this could worsen, if molt timing 

does not evolve to match climate change, as mismatch is predicted to increase fourfold to 

eightfold over the next century (Mills et al. 2013). 

Temperature as well as snow cover has been thought to influence the hare color molt 

(Watson 1963, Nagorsen 1983, Zimova et al. 2014).  However, the myriad ways to model 

temperature (i.e. daily mean, monthly max, number of days above freezing etc.) and lack of a 

known theoretical connection between a temperature threshold and circannual molt patterns 
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undercut a test of effects of temperature on color molts in the field.    In addition, there is no 

clear effect of stand structure on temperate (Appendix D).  Dense canopies could either 

increase ambient temperatures via thermal cover or decrease it due to reductions in direct 

solar radiation (Grace and Easterbee 1979, Parker and Gillingham 1990, Cook et al. 2005). 

These difficulties underscore the need to investigate the role of temperature on the hare molt 

in a more controlled laboratory setting.   

We have linked the effects of one circannual phenology (larch needle phenology) to 

another (snowshoe hare molt), through snow cover.  Both the molt and the larch phenology 

are likely influenced by climate-driven trends in temperature and snow. Thus, this system 

provides a salient example of “phenologic cascades” across trophic levels with the potential 

to be impacted by climate change.   

At the one site (Marcum) where we could follow spring molt across two years of very 

different snow cover, we documented a significant acceleration in the initiation of the spring 

molt corresponding to decreased snow cover (Figure 3).  The shorter snow cover duration of 

2013 corresponds to snow accumulation data from a nearby weather station (Missoula), 

which recorded approximately 25% less snow in 2013 compared to 2014 (123 cm in 2013, 

167 cm in 2014).  In the early melting year of spring 2013, hares in Marcum began their molt 

to brown almost three weeks earlier than in 2014 and were completely brown about 10 days 

earlier than in 2014.  Thus, the 2013 molt took about 50 days, 10 days longer than the 40 

days measured both in 2014 and in other study areas and years where molt was quantified in 

similar ways (Zimova et al. 2014).  Overall, when our findings about the variation in 

initiation are put in the larger context of available research (Mills et al. 2013, Zimova et al. 
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2014) it seems that the spring initiation date is largely photoperiod driven but retains some 

level of plasticity to adapt to rapidly changing environmental conditions. 

Our findings demonstrate that snow cover is associated with whiter hares both 

through mixed effect modeling and direct observation of the molt and snow cover under 

varying field conditions.  Moreover, we have shown that white hares do not preferentially 

seek out areas with more snow. Taken together this information provides strong evidence that 

hares are sensing snow presence in some fashion, perhaps using the same neural pathways as 

used to calibrate changes in photoperiod, and using that information to modify the rate of 

their molt to make them whiter to match the snow.  However, more research on the effects of 

snow on the molt especially in laboratory settings could further elucidate this mechanism.   

We have demonstrated the effects of larch phenology on the snowshoe hare color 

mismatch mediated by the effect of larch phenology on snow cover.  These changes serve as 

a novel example that the effects of physical climate change (e.g. temperature, snowpack 

duration) can have noteworthy indirect effects that cascade across phenologic changes at 

different trophic levels.   
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Figure 1 – Fall coat color phenology, snow cover and temperature in western Montana 2013.  
Top graph (a) shows averaged weekly observed coat color of wild snowshoe hares in 2013 at 
two different study areas (Chamberlain = blue, Marcum = red).  Dotted lines indicate mean 
molt initiation and completion dates and the 95% credible interval resulting from a Bayesian 
change point analysis.  Middle graph (b) shows averaged weekly snow cover in a 10 meter 
radius around each wild hare for 2013.  Bottom graph (c) shows averaged weekly 
temperature reading taken at the resting spot of each wild hare for 2013.  Dotted lines 
indicate the date that the larch trees began dropping their needles and the date they had 
completed needle senescence and were bare.    
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Figure 2 – Spring coat color phenology, snow cover and temperature in western Montana 
2014.  Top graph (a) shows averaged weekly observed coat color of wild snowshoe hares in 
2014 at two different study areas.  Dotted lines indicate mean molt initiation and completion 
dates and the 95% credible interval resulting from a Bayesian change point analysis.  Middle 
graph (b) shows averaged weekly snow cover in a 10 meter radius around each wild hare for 
2014.  Bottom graph (c) shows averaged weekly temperature reading taken at the resting spot 
of each wild hare for 2014.  Dotted lines indicate the date that the larch tree buds began 
bursting and the date that that canopy had fully developed.    
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Figure 3 – Coat color phenology tracks spring snow cover in western Montana.  Top graph 
(a) shows averaged weekly observed coat color of wild snowshoe hares in 2013 and 2014.  
Dotted lines indicate mean molt initiation and completion dates and the 95% credible interval 
resulting from a Bayesian change point analysis.  Bottom graph (b) shows averaged weekly 
snow cover in a 10 meter radius around each wild hare for 2013 and 2014.  Chamberlain is 
not depicted, as it was not studied in spring 2013. 
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Figure 4 – Snowshoe hare molt and western larch needle phenology at two study areas in 
western Montana.  Tree phenology dates are average weekly observations of trees at 6 
random points within each study area.  The snowshoe coat color phenology from the same 
study areas is also depicted as averaged weekly observations of 56 wild snowshoe hares.   
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APPENDIX A 

Historic and Current Site Evaluations 

 
Historical timber management of the areas where the actual grids were established is 

available.  In this context, a clear-cut is defined as removal of all trees in an area at one time.  

A seed tree harvest is similar to a clear-cut except that select trees are retained to provide 

seeds for the next generation.  A single tree selection cut harvests some trees in different age 

groups.  A shelter wood harvest removes all mature trees in an area but leaves enough 

smaller trees to provide shade and protection for seedlings.  

Approximately 1/3 of the Marcum Mountain study site was clear-cut in 1962, seed 

tree harvested in 1974, single tree selection cut in 1975, shelter wood harvested in 1978 and 

again in 1980 and finally, the overstory was removed in 1984.  A small area (1/6 of the site) 

was also precommercially thinned in 1977.  The overstory was removed in approximately 1/3 

of the site in 1999.  Finally, small areas (<5% of the site) on the north and south ends of the 

west grid were subject to PCT between June 20 and October 21, 2011.  This PCT treatment 

entailed thinning the understory to 4x4m spacing leaving 746 trees/ha.  Additional specific 

thinning requirements were to thin seedlings, saplings, and small poles >0.3m in height and 

≤17.8cm diameter at breast height (DBH) reserving all trees >17.8cm DBH with a species 

preference for retention of Ponderosa Pine = Western Larch > Douglas-fir > Lodgepole Pine.  

The site in Chamberlain was also managed for timber harvest but recently burned in 1994 

and is regenerating.   
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Recent assessments of both the Marcum Mountain and Chamberlain areas have 

provided information on the historical conditions of these sites.  In Marcum Mountain, 

western larch has decreased by an estimated 8 km2 (800 hectares) within the assessment area 

(5227 hectares) during the period of fire suppression (United States Department of the 

Interior 2010).  Reductions in larch are likely due to fire exclusion and previous historic 

harvest practices.  These intensive harvest practices have led to patches of large, relatively 

homogenous stands.  These patches are larger than historic patch size and are mostly 

comprised of sapling and small trees instead of the medium to large trees, which historically 

had more representation on the landscape.  These patches are also characterized by reduced 

understory shrub diversity, reduced stand vigor and reduced long-term resistance to crown 

fire, insect and disease damage (USDI 2010).  Similarly to Marcum Mountain, the reference 

conditions for Chamberlain are almost pure western larch stands comprised mostly of large 

to very large size classes (USDI 2013).  Current conditions in Chamberlain have less large to 

very large larch and more smaller larch.  Thus restoration efforts are suggested to focus on 

increasing the occurrence of the very large size class of western larch (USDI 2013). 
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APPENDIX B 

Estimating Home Range and Determining Available but Unused Locations 
 

We analyzed telemetry locations for snowshoe hares in western Montana from 1999-

2002 (P. Griffin, unpublished data).  We then used these locations to calculate 95% kernel 

utilization distribution home ranges for hares in Program R using Package “adehabitat” 

(Calenge 2006).  We separately estimated these home ranges for spring (March-May) and fall 

(September-December).  These months correspond to the times during which hares undergo 

coat color molts.  Next we calculated the mean kernel area and subsequent mean radius 

assuming a circular home range.  We tested the validity of this assumption by plotting the 

individual home ranges and visually examining them.  Most were circular.  The mean radius 

was 176m for spring and 187m for fall.  We decided that these values were not biologically 

significant so we collapsed them into one mean radius of about 180m for both seasons. 

Next we used a half normal distribution to generate values that had 95% of the values 

less than 180.  We used the values generated by the half normal distribution to determine the 

distance between the hare’s location and the location of its available but unused point.  By 

weighting values based on the half normal distribution we skewed the available points closer 

to where the hare was located and left no upper bound.  Essentially the available point could 

be any distance from the known point with decreasing probability further from the known 

point.  Values less than 10 meters away from the known point were excluded to prevent 

overlap with the 5 m circular radii plots.  We used a random compass bearing to determine 

the direction from the known point to the available point. 
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APPENDIX C 

Determining Immigration Bias due to Late Births 
 

We analyzed snowshoe hare trapping data in similar study sites in western Montana 

from 1999-2013 that occurred after the end of the earliest summer trapping of the present 

study (July 24) but before September 1.  We omitted data post August because the chance of 

newborn hares so late in the season is highly likely and including data post August would 

bias our estimate of the bias low.  We considered any hare born during this period <300 

grams to have potentially not been available for capture during the summer trapping season 

of the present study.  Thus, these hares have the potential to bias our immigration estimate.  

We divided the total number of hares <300 g by the total number of hares caught to estimate 

what percentage of the population would contribute to the immigration bias.  We found that 

69 our of 1112 hares were <300g yielding a potential bias of 6%.   
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APPENDIX D 

Relationship Between Temperature, Larch and the Hare Coat Color 
 

We also used mixed effects modeling approach to examine the relationship that 

temperature, snow cover, and their interaction have on the snowshoe hare molt. The full 

model consisted of percent white of the hare as the response and the standardized 

measurements of temperature, snow cover at 10 meters and their interaction as the predictors. 

We also included a fixed effect for date to prevent attributing changes in the hare molt due to 

season to snow cover or temperature and random effects for individual hare and year.  

We found weak evidence of an association of temperature with the snowshoe hare 

molt.   An increase of one SD of temperature (6.0°C) was associated with 7.6% whiter hares 

(se=3.1%) in the spring.  In the fall, an increase of one SD of temperature (6.0°C) was 

associated with 3.5% whiter hares (se=1.3%) in the spring.  The interaction term between 

snow and temperature had no meaningful effect on the molt. 

We found little support for any relationship between stand structure covariates [e.g. 

sum of the DBH for all larch stems (Sum) and total number of stems (Stems)] on microsite 

temperature. For the fall, an increase in Sum (sum of the DBH for all larch stems) by one 

standard deviation (74.1) was associated with 0.6°C colder temperatures (se=0.8°C).  An 

increase in the total number of stems by one standard deviation (21.6) was associated with 

1.6°C warmer temperatures (se=0.6°C).  The results were reversed for the spring as an 

increase in Sum by one standard deviation (81.2) was associated with 1.9°C warmer 

temperatures (se=1.2°C) and an increase in Stems by one standard deviation (18.1) was 

associated with 1.3°C colder temperatures (se=1.2°C). 
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Temperature as well as snow cover has been thought to influence the hare color molt 

(Watson 1963, Nagorsen 1983, Zimova et al. 2014).  In these studies colder temperatures are 

thought to be associated with whiter hares.  Indeed the raw data indicates a slight negative 

relationship between temperature and hare percent white.  However, we found some evidence 

for the opposite association.  This is likely due to small sample size and the fact that we only 

obtained temperature data at one or two specific times per hare per week. However, as stated 

in Chapter 3, the myriad ways to model temperature (i.e. daily mean, monthly max, number 

of days above freezing etc.) make establishing a connection between the molt and 

temperature in the field extremely difficult. 

We did not find much evidence for a relationship between larch and temperature.  

The effect sizes we found were small and in opposite directions for the fall and spring 

indicating a weak association.  Intuitively, canopy denseness should have some effect on 

temperature.  Dense canopies could either increase ambient temperatures via thermal cover 

or decrease it due to reductions in direct solar radiation (Grace and Easterbee 1979, Parker 

and Gillingham 1990, Cook et al. 2005).  Since these effects are in opposite directions it is 

possible that they counteracted each other leading to a non-significant cumulative effect of 

stand structure on temperature.   
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APPENDIX E 

Model Averaged Results  
 

As stated Chapter 3, we ran only the full models, which included the response and all 

plausible fixed and random effects.  We decided against model averaging because the 

interpretation of the parameters changes when the model changes. However, as model 

averaging is still an accepted technique and more explicitly considers model fit we also 

decided to model average the results.  In addition to the full model we also ran a reduced set 

of models including all combinations of the fixed effects.  The random effects were always 

included to absorb known causes of variation.  We ranked models using Akaike information 

criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc) and used AICc differences (ΔAICc) and 

Akaike weights (wi) to evaluate model support.  We considered models with ΔAICc ≤ 2 to be 

be indistinguishable from each other and models with ΔAICc > 7 to have little support 

(Burnham et al. 2011).  The model average results were then compared to the results from the 

full model (Table 1, 2, 3 & 4).  They do not differ in a biologically meaningful way.   
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Table 1 – Comparison of model averaged results with results from only the full model to 
explore the effect of snow on the snowshow hare molt.  Model average results were ranked 
by Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc).  The full model 
was: white ~ snow10 + date + (1|tag) + (1|year) + (1|region).  Standard error indicated in 
parenthesis.  
 
Parameter Full Model Estimate (SE) Model Averaged Estimate (SE) 
snow10 (spring) 10.74 (1.27) 10.74 (1.27) 
date (spring) -31.30 (1.48) -31.30 (1.48) 
snow10 (fall) 2.96 (0.82) 2.96 (0.82) 
date (fall) 29.05 (0.79) 29.06 (0.80) 
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Table 2 – Comparison of model averaged results with results from only the full model to 
explore the effect of larch on snow cover and then subset to explore effects of only bare larch 
(italics) and only larch with needles (bold).  Model average results were ranked by Akaike’s 
Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc). The full model was: snow1 ~ 
sum + stems + date + (1|year).  Standard error indicated in parenthesis.  
 
Parameter Full Model Estimate 

(SE) 
Model Averaged Estimate  
(SE) 

sum (spring) 4.55 (5.35) 3.95 (5.32) 
stems (spring) 
date (spring 

-5.22 (5.59) 
-7.57 (5.14) 

-5.03 (5.48) 
-9.82 (4.55) 

sum (fall) 
stems (fall) 

1.79 (3.41) 
-7.27 (3.67) 

1.71 (3.43) 
-7.14 (3.34) 

date (fall) 16.10 (3.29) 16.09 (3.29) 
sum (spring -bare) 12.51 (12.96) 9.14 (9.49) 
stems (spring – bare)  
date (spring – bare) 

-6.27 (14.70) 
-7.22 (10.76) 

-2.78 (11.10) 
-9.61 (8.53) 

sum (spring -full) 3.50 (6.00) 1.50 (5.86) 
stems (spring – full)  
date (spring – full) 

-5.88 (6.20) 
-9.72 (5.55) 

-5.82 (5.86) 
-10.63 (5.34) 
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Table 3 – Comparison of model averaged results with results from only the full model to 
explore the effect of larch on snowshoe hare mismatch at 1 meter and then subset to explore 
effects of only bare larch (italics) and only larch with needles (bold).  Model average results 
were ranked by Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc).  The 
full model was: mismatch1 ~ sum + stems + date + (1|tag) + (1|year).  Standard error 
indicated in parenthesis.  
 
Parameter Full Model Estimate (SE) Model Averaged Estimate (SE) 
sum  -3.14 (1.76) -3.01 (1.69) 
stems  
date  

0.94 (1.77) 
1.21 (1.69) 

0.71 (1.80) 
1.20 (1.70) 

sum (bare) 
stems (bare) 
date (bare) 
sum (full) 
stems (full) 
date (full) 

-10.02 (5.68) 
1.42 (5.36) 
-6.32 (5.28) 
-1.40 (1.75) 
1.58 (1.75) 
4.82 (1.75) 

-9.61 (5.58) 
1.09 (5.41) 
-6.10 (5.29) 
-1.15 (1.71) 
1.33 (1.71) 
4.71 (1.74) 
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Table 4 – Comparison of model averaged results with results from only the full model to 
explore the effect of larch on snowshoe hare mismatch at 10 meters and then subset to 
explore effects of only bare larch (italics) and only larch with needles (bold).  Model average 
results were ranked by Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc).  
The full model was: mismatch10 ~ sum + stems + date + (1|tag) + (1|year).  Standard error 
indicated in parenthesis.  
 
Parameter Full Model Estimate (SE) Model Averaged Estimate (SE) 
sum  -3.52 (1.52) -3.29 (1.52) 
stems  
date  

1.84 (1.52) 
8.65 (1.46) 

1.76 (1.55) 
8.61 (1.46) 

sum (bare) 
stems (bare) 
date (bare) 
sum (full) 
stems (full) 
date (full) 

-9.30 (3.91) 
-0.20 (3.72) 
-1.18 (3.72) 
-2.94 (1.59) 
3.70 (1.59) 
14.12 (1.60) 

-9.24 (3.75) 
-0.40 (3.78) 
-1.10 (3.73) 
-2.85 (1.64) 
3.52 (1.64) 
14.07 (1.60) 
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APPENDIX F 

R Code 
 

setwd("C:/Users/avkumar/Desktop/RWD/molt_modifiers") 
 
###set working directory 
hare600<-read.csv("hareyear3.csv") 
available<-read.csv("available.csv") 
h_larch<-read.csv("h_larch.csv") 
a_larch<-read.csv("a_larch.csv") 
hare<-subset(hare600, hare600$unique1 < 600) 
haresnowall<-read.csv("haresnowmzdata.csv") 
###read in data 
 
sum<-tapply(h_larch$dbh, h_larch$unique1, sum) 
###for every unqiue value in unique value find the sum 
sum<-as.matrix(sum) 
hare2<-cbind(sum, hare) 
sum<-tapply(a_larch$dbh, a_larch$unique1, sum) 
###for every unqiue value in unique value find the sum 
sum<-as.matrix(sum) 
available2<-cbind(sum, available) 
###add column for sum of larch db   
 
##################################################################### 
#####START MIXED EFFECTS MODEL FOR MOLT PREDICTORS###########  
##################################################################### 
 
#install.packages("lme4") 
library("lme4") 
 
hareform<-subset(hare,hare$form=="Y") 
 
haresub1 <- subset(hareform, select = -c(observers, freq, location, easting, northing, larch, 
stems, concealment, flight, form, bare, bud, canopy)) 
haresub1na <- na.omit(haresub1) 
haresnowallna <- na.omit(haresnowall) 
####subet to only necessary colunmns and remove NAs 
 
haresub1namolt <- subset(haresub1na, white != 0 & white != 100) 
haresnowallmolt <- subset(haresnowallna, white != 0 & white != 100) 
###subset again so data is only during the molt 
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haresnowallmoltsp <- subset(haresnowallmolt, season == "spring") 
haresnowallmoltfa <- subset(haresnowallmolt, season == "fall") 
###subset again for season 
 
###############STANDARDIZE COVARIATES####################### 
 
haresnowallmoltsp$ssnow10 <- (haresnowallmoltsp$snow10-
mean(haresnowallmoltsp$snow10))/sd(haresnowallmoltsp$snow10) 
haresnowallmoltsp$sdate <- (haresnowallmoltsp$date-
mean(haresnowallmoltsp$date))/sd(haresnowallmoltsp$date) 
 
haresnowallmoltfa$ssnow10 <- (haresnowallmoltfa$snow10-
mean(haresnowallmoltfa$snow10))/sd(haresnowallmoltfa$snow10) 
haresnowallmoltfa$sdate <- (haresnowallmoltfa$date-
mean(haresnowallmoltfa$date))/sd(haresnowallmoltfa$date) 
 
##############EXAMINE CORRELATOINST######################## 
cor(haresnowallmolt$ssnow1, haresnowallmolt$ssnow10) 
 
#####EXAMINE WHICH OF CORRELATED COVARIATES FITS DATA 
BEST######## 
plot(haresnowallmolt$ssnow1, haresnowallmolt$swhite) 
plot(haresnowallmolt$ssnow10, haresnowallmolt$swhite) 
s1<-lm(haresnowallmolt$swhite ~ haresnowallmolt$snow1) 
summary(s1) 
s10<-lm(haresnowallmolt$swhite ~ haresnowallmolt$snow10) 
summary(s10) 
 
##################################################################### 
#################WRITE THE MODEL################################## 
m_fullspall<-lmer(white ~ ssnow10 + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year) +(1|region), 
data=haresnowallmoltsp) 
 
m_fullfaall<-lmer(white ~ ssnow10 + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year) +(1|region), 
data=haresnowallmoltfa) 
 
###########################################################################
#####START MIXED EFFECTS MODEL FOR LARCH EFFECTS ON MISMATCH####  
########################################################################### 
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harelarch <- subset(hare2, select = -c(observers, freq, location, easting, northing, wind, time, 
concealment, flight, form, bare, bud, canopy)) 
 
harelarchna <- na.omit(harelarch) 
 
##################add mismatch columns################################ 
mismatch1<-(harelarchna$white - harelarchna$snow1) 
mismatch1<-as.matrix(mismatch1) 
harelarchna2<-cbind(mismatch1, harelarchna) 
###for snow at 1 meter 
 
mismatch10<-(harelarchna2$white - harelarchna2$snow10) 
mismatch10<-as.matrix(mismatch10) 
harelarchna3<-cbind(mismatch10, harelarchna2) 
###and for snow at 10 meter 
 
############################subset so white is not 0 or 100################ 
 
harelarchna3 <- subset(harelarchna3, white != 0 & white != 100) 
 
##########################STANDARDIZE COVARIATES################### 
 
harelarchna3$smismatch1 <- (harelarchna3$mismatch1-
mean(harelarchna3$mismatch1))/sd(harelarchna3$mismatch1) 
harelarchna3$smismatch10 <- (harelarchna3$mismatch10-
mean(harelarchna3$mismatch10))/sd(harelarchna3$mismatch10) 
harelarchna3$ssum <- (harelarchna3$sum-mean(harelarchna3$sum))/sd(harelarchna3$sum) 
harelarchna3$slarch <- (harelarchna3$larch-
mean(harelarchna3$larch))/sd(harelarchna3$larch) 
harelarchna3$sstems <- (harelarchna3$stems-
mean(harelarchna3$stems))/sd(harelarchna3$stems) 
harelarchna3$ssnow1 <- (harelarchna3$snow1-
mean(harelarchna3$snow1))/sd(harelarchna3$snow1) 
harelarchna3$ssnow10 <- (harelarchna3$snow10-
mean(harelarchna3$snow10))/sd(harelarchna3$snow10) 
harelarchna3$sdate <- (harelarchna3$date-mean(harelarchna3$date))/sd(harelarchna3$date) 
harelarchna3$swhite <- (harelarchna3$white-
mean(harelarchna3$white))/sd(harelarchna3$white) 
 
####################TEST FOR CORRELATIONS######################## 
cor(harelarchna3$sdate, harelarchna3$ssum) #weak 
cor(harelarchna3$sdate, harelarchna3$sstems)   #weak 
cor(harelarchna3$ssum, harelarchna3$sstems)  #mod 
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cor(harelarchna3$smismatch1, harelarchna3$swhite) 
cor(harelarchna3$smismatch10, harelarchna3$swhite) 
#################################################################### 
 
################################WRITE MODEL######################## 
 
mm1_full<-lmer(mismatch1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), data=harelarchna3) 
 
mm10_full<-lmer(mismatch10 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), 
data=harelarchna3)  
 
######################now look at larch phenology######################### 
 
harelarchnabare <- subset(harelarchna3, pheno =="bare") 
harelarchnafull <- subset(harelarchna3, pheno =="full")  
###subset for dates when larch are bare or not 
 
harelarchnabare1 <- subset(harelarchnabare, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
harelarchnabare1$ssum <- (harelarchnabare1$sum-
mean(harelarchnabare1$sum))/sd(harelarchnabare1$sum) 
harelarchnabare1$sstems <- (harelarchnabare1$stems-
mean(harelarchnabare1$stems))/sd(harelarchnabare1$stems) 
harelarchnabare1$sdate <- (harelarchnabare1$date-
mean(harelarchnabare1$date))/sd(harelarchnabare1$date) 
 
harelarchnafull1 <- subset(harelarchnafull, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
harelarchnafull1$ssum <- (harelarchnafull1$sum-
mean(harelarchnafull1$sum))/sd(harelarchnafull1$sum) 
harelarchnafull1$sstems <- (harelarchnafull1$stems-
mean(harelarchnafull1$stems))/sd(harelarchnafull1$stems) 
harelarchnafull1$sdate <- (harelarchnafull1$date-
mean(harelarchnafull1$date))/sd(harelarchnafull1$date) 
#############################BARE LARCH############################ 
 
mm1b_full<-lmer(mismatch1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), 
data=harelarchnabare1) 
 
mm10b_full<-lmer(mismatch10 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), 
data=harelarchnabare1) 
 
################################FULL LARCH##########################  
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mm1f_full<-lmer(mismatch1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), 
data=harelarchnafull1) 
 
mm10f_full<-lmer(mismatch10 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|tag) + (1|year), 
data=harelarchnafull1) 
 
########################################################################### 
######################write model for larch effects on snow###################### 
########################################################################### 
 
available7<-read.csv("available3.csv") 
 
sum<-tapply(a_larch$dbh, a_larch$unique1, sum) 
###for every unqiue value in unique value find the sum 
sum<-as.matrix(sum) 
available8<-cbind(sum, available7) 
###add column for sum of larch dbhs at each  site 
 
availlarch <- subset(available8, select = -c(unique1, unique2, region, location, easting, 
northing, wind, time, bud, canopy)) 
harelarchlarch<- subset(harelarchna3, select = -c(mismatch10, mismatch1, unique1, unique2, 
region, combo, tag, white, smismatch1, smismatch10, ssum, slarch, sstems, ssnow1, 
ssnow10, swhite, sdate)) 
fulllarch <- rbind(harelarchlarch, availlarch) 
fulllarchna <- na.omit(fulllarch) 
 
fulllarchnasp <- subset(fulllarchna, season == "spring") 
fulllarchnafa <- subset(fulllarchna, season == "fall") 
 
fulllarchnasp1 <- subset(fulllarchnasp, snow1 != 0 & snow1 != 100) 
fulllarchnafa1 <- subset(fulllarchnafa, snow1 != 0 & snow1 != 100) 
 
######################subset so snow is not 0 or 100####################### 
 
fulllarchnasp1$ssum <- (fulllarchnasp1$sum-
mean(fulllarchnasp1$sum))/sd(fulllarchnasp1$sum) 
fulllarchnasp1$sstems <- (fulllarchnasp1$stems-
mean(fulllarchnasp1$stems))/sd(fulllarchnasp1$stems) 
fulllarchnasp1$sdate <- (fulllarchnasp1$date-
mean(fulllarchnasp1$date))/sd(fulllarchnasp1$date) 
 
fulllarchnafa1$ssum <- (fulllarchnafa1$sum-
mean(fulllarchnafa1$sum))/sd(fulllarchnafa1$sum) 
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fulllarchnafa1$sstems <- (fulllarchnafa1$stems-
mean(fulllarchnafa1$stems))/sd(fulllarchnafa1$stems) 
fulllarchnafa1$sdate <- (fulllarchnafa1$date-
mean(fulllarchnafa1$date))/sd(fulllarchnafa1$date) 
 
######################################at 1 meter####################### 
 
ls1sp<-lm(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate, data=fulllarchnasp1) 
ls1fa<-lmer(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|year), data=fulllarchnafa1) 
summary(ls1sp) 
summary(ls1fa) 
 
##################BARE LARCH OR FULL ON SNOW#################### 
 
fulllarchnasp1bare <- subset(fulllarchnasp1, pheno == "bare") 
fulllarchnasp1full <- subset(fulllarchnasp1, pheno == "full") 
fulllarchnafa1bare <- subset(fulllarchnafa1, pheno == "bare") 
fulllarchnafa1full <- subset(fulllarchnafa1, pheno == "full") 
 
###subset for dates when larch are bare or not 
 
fulllarchnasp1bare <- subset(fulllarchnasp1bare, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
fulllarchnasp1bare$ssum <- (fulllarchnasp1bare$sum-
mean(fulllarchnasp1bare$sum))/sd(fulllarchnasp1bare$sum) 
fulllarchnasp1bare$sstems <- (fulllarchnasp1bare$stems-
mean(fulllarchnasp1bare$stems))/sd(fulllarchnasp1bare$stems) 
fulllarchnasp1bare$sdate <- (fulllarchnasp1bare$date-
mean(fulllarchnasp1bare$date))/sd(fulllarchnasp1bare$date) 
 
fulllarchnasp1full <- subset(fulllarchnasp1full, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
fulllarchnasp1full$ssum <- (fulllarchnasp1full$sum-
mean(fulllarchnasp1full$sum))/sd(fulllarchnasp1full$sum) 
fulllarchnasp1full$sstems <- (fulllarchnasp1full$stems-
mean(fulllarchnasp1full$stems))/sd(fulllarchnasp1full$stems) 
fulllarchnasp1full$sdate <- (fulllarchnasp1full$date-
mean(fulllarchnasp1full$date))/sd(fulllarchnasp1full$date) 
 
fulllarchnafa1bare <- subset(fulllarchnafa1bare, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
fulllarchnafa1bare$ssum <- (fulllarchnafa1bare$sum-
mean(fulllarchnafa1bare$sum))/sd(fulllarchnafa1bare$sum) 
fulllarchnafa1bare$sstems <- (fulllarchnafa1bare$stems-
mean(fulllarchnafa1bare$stems))/sd(fulllarchnafa1bare$stems) 
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fulllarchnafa1bare$sdate <- (fulllarchnafa1bare$date-
mean(fulllarchnafa1bare$date))/sd(fulllarchnafa1bare$date) 
 
fulllarchnafa1full <- subset(fulllarchnafa1full, select = -c(ssum, sstems, sdate)) 
fulllarchnafa1full$ssum <- (fulllarchnafa1full$sum-
mean(fulllarchnafa1full$sum))/sd(fulllarchnafa1full$sum) 
fulllarchnafa1full$sstems <- (fulllarchnafa1full$stems-
mean(fulllarchnafa1full$stems))/sd(fulllarchnafa1full$stems) 
fulllarchnafa1full$sdate <- (fulllarchnafa1full$date-
mean(fulllarchnafa1full$date))/sd(fulllarchnafa1full$date) 
 
#################################at 1 meter############################### 
 
################################bare#################################### 
 
ls1spbare<-lm(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate, data=fulllarchnasp1bare) 
ls1fabare<-lmer(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate + (1|year), data=fulllarchnafa1bare) 
summary(ls1spbare) 
summary(ls1fabare) 
 
#################################full###################################### 
 
ls1spfull<-lm(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate, data=fulllarchnasp1full) 
ls1fafull<-lm(snow1 ~ ssum + sstems + sdate, data=fulllarchnafa1full)# not enough data 
summary(ls1spfull) 
 
##################################################################### 
######START MIXED EFFECTS MODEL FOR USED VS AVAILABLE########  
##################################################################### 
 
##########################SET UP DATA############################### 
hareform2<-subset(hare2,hare2$form=="Y") 
availform<-cbind(available2, hare2$form) 
 
colnames(availform)[colnames(availform) == "hare2$form"] <- "form" 
###rename without $ in column name 
availform2<-subset(availform, availform$form=="Y") 
havailform <- subset(hareform2, select = -c(observers, date, freq, concealment, white, flight, 
form, bare)) 
###delete columns from hare2 to match available  
availform3<-cbind(availform2, havailform$tag) 
###add tag to availform2 
names(availform3)[names(availform3)=="havailform$tag"] <- "tag" 
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###rename hare2$tag to tag 
availform3sub <- subset(availform3, select = -c(location, easting, northing, form, bud, 
canopy)) 
havailformsub <- subset(havailform, select = -c(location, easting, northing, bud, canopy)) 
###remove excess columns 
 
availform3sub2<-data.frame(availform3sub$sum, availform3sub$unique1, 
availform3sub$unique2, availform3sub$region, availform3sub$tag,  
                           availform3sub$wind, availform3sub$temp, availform3sub$time, 
availform3sub$larch, 
                           availform3sub$stems, availform3sub$snow1, availform3sub$snow10) 
###reorder availform3sub2 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.sum"] <- "sum" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.unique1"] <- 
"unique1" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.unique2"] <- 
"unique2" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.region"] <- 
"region" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.tag"] <- "tag" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.wind"] <- "wind" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.temp"] <- "temp" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.time"] <- "time" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.larch"] <- "larch" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.stems"] <- "stems" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.snow1"] <- 
"snow1" 
colnames(availform3sub2)[colnames(availform3sub2) == "availform3sub.snow10"] <- 
"snow10" 
###rename columns 
 
havailformsubna <- na.omit(havailformsub) 
availform3sub2na <- na.omit(availform3sub2) 
###remove rows with NAs 
 
a<-as.vector(havailformsubna$unique1) 
b<-as.vector(availform3sub2na$unique1) 
###make vectors of columns with unique numbers 
unique1values <- c(a,b) 
unique1values2<-as.factor(unique1values) 
###combine into one vector and make it a factor 
unique.rm <- names(which(table(unique1values) == 1) ) 
###find unique elements 
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havailformsubna1 <- havailformsubna[havailformsubna$unique1!=27,] 
havailformsubna2 <- havailformsubna1[havailformsubna1$unique1!=83,] 
havailformsubna3 <- havailformsubna2[havailformsubna2$unique1!=84,] 
havailformsubna4 <- havailformsubna3[havailformsubna3$unique1!=85,] 
havailformsubna5 <- havailformsubna4[havailformsubna4$unique1!=86,] 
havailformsubna6 <- havailformsubna5[havailformsubna5$unique1!=87,] 
havailformsubna7 <- havailformsubna6[havailformsubna6$unique1!=88,] 
havailformsubna8 <- havailformsubna7[havailformsubna7$unique1!=221,] 
havailformsubna9 <- havailformsubna8[havailformsubna8$unique1!=252,] 
havailformsubna10 <- havailformsubna9[havailformsubna9$unique1!=396,] 
havailformsubna11 <- havailformsubna10[havailformsubna10$unique1!=401,] 
 
availform3sub21na <- availform3sub2na[availform3sub2na$unique1!=396,] 
availform3sub22na <- availform3sub21na[availform3sub21na$unique1!=401,] 
 
tail(havailformsubna11) 
tail(availform3sub22na) 
 
dim(havailformsubna11) 
dim(availform3sub22na) 
 
havail2 <- rbind(havailformsubna11, availform3sub22na) 
###combine havail and available 2 into one big 
dataframe###################################### 
 
###############STANDARDIZE COVARIATES########################## 
 
havail2$stemp <- (havail2$temp-mean(havail2$temp))/sd(havail2$temp) 
havail2$ssnow1 <- (havail2$snow1-mean(havail2$snow1))/sd(havail2$snow1) 
havail2$ssnow10 <- (havail2$snow10-mean(havail2$snow10))/sd(havail2$snow10) 
havail2$swind <- (havail2$wind-mean(havail2$wind))/sd(havail2$wind) 
havail2$ssum <- (havail2$sum-mean(havail2$sum))/sd(havail2$sum) 
havail2$slarch <- (havail2$larch-mean(havail2$larch))/sd(havail2$larch) 
havail2$sstems <- (havail2$stems-mean(havail2$stems))/sd(havail2$stems) 
 
####################TEST FOR CORRELATIONS######################## 
cor(havail2$slarch, havail2$ssum) #strong 
cor(havail2$slarch, havail2$sstems)   #mod to strong 
cor(havail2$ssum, havail2$sstems)  #mod 
################################################################### 
 
#####EXAMINE WHICH OF CORRELATED COVARIATES FITS DATA BEST##### 
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plot(havail2$ssnow1, havail2$unique2) 
plot(havail2$ssnow10, havail2$unique2) 
s1ua<-glm(unique2 ~ ssnow1, data=havail2, family=binomial(link=logit)) 
summary(s1ua) 
s10ua<-glm(unique2 ~ ssnow10, data=havail2, family=binomial(link=logit)) 
summary(s10ua) 
 
larchua<-glm(unique2 ~ slarch, data=havail2, family=binomial(link=logit)) 
summary(larchua) 
sumua<-glm(unique2 ~ ssum, data=havail2, family=binomial(link=logit)) 
summary(sumua) 
stemsua<-glm(unique2 ~ stems, data=havail2, family=binomial(link=logit)) 
summary(stemsua) 
 
###############################WRITE MODEL############################## 
 
ua_full<-glmer(unique2 ~ stemp + ssnow1 + swind + sstems + stemp*ssnow1 +  
               + stemp*swind + ssnow1*swind + (1|tag), data=havail2,  
                    family="binomial") 
 
#############################transform estimates############################ 
install.packages("msm") 
library("msm") 
 
b2<-0.30385 
grad<-exp(b2) 
vb2<-vcov(ua_full)[3,3] 
vG<-grad %*% vb2 %*% grad 
sqrt(vG) 
#snow 35.51% se = 18.52% odds ratios  for each unit increase in snow we expected 35% 
decrease in odds of hare using site 
 
b3<-(-0.38750) 
grad2<-exp(b3) 
vb3<-vcov(ua_full)[5,5] 
vG2<-grad2 %*% vb3 %*% grad2 
sqrt(vG2) 
#stems 67.88% se=5.93% 
 
b4<-0.22614 
grad3<-exp(b4) 
vb4<-vcov(ua_full)[2,2] 
vG3<-grad3 %*% vb4 %*% grad3 
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sqrt(vG3) 
#temp 25.38% se=12.00% 
 
b5<-0.11963 
grad4<-exp(b5) 
vb5<-vcov(ua_full)[4,4] 
vG4<-grad4 %*% vb5 %*% grad4 
sqrt(vG4) 
#wind 12.71% se=9.76% 
 
############################AIC WEIGHTED FIXED  EFFECTS############## 
 
install.packages("MuMIn") 
library("MuMIn") 
 
d_m_fullspall<-dredge(m_fullspall) 
get_d_m_fullspall<-get.models(d_m_fullspall) 
ave_get_d_m_fullspall<-model.avg(get_d_m_fullspall) 
summary(ave_get_d_m_fullspall) 
 
d_m_fullfaall<-dredge(m_fullfaall) 
get_d_m_fullfaall<-get.models(d_m_fullfaall) 
ave_get_d_m_fullfaall<-model.avg(get_d_m_fullfaall) 
summary(ave_get_d_m_fullfaall) 
 
d_mm1_full<-dredge(mm1_full) 
get_d_mm1_full<-get.models(d_mm1_full) 
ave_get_d_mm1_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm1_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_mm1_full) 
 
d_mm1b_full<-dredge(mm1b_full) 
get_d_mm1b_full<-get.models(d_mm1b_full) 
ave_get_d_mm1b_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm1b_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_mm1b_full) 
 
d_mm1f_full<-dredge(mm1f_full) 
get_d_mm1f_full<-get.models(d_mm1f_full) 
ave_get_d_mm1f_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm1f_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_mm1f_full) 
 
d_mm10_full<-dredge(mm10_full) 
get_d_mm10_full<-get.models(d_mm10_full) 
ave_get_d_mm10_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm10_full) 
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summary(ave_get_d_mm10_full) 
 
d_mm10b_full<-dredge(mm10b_full) 
get_d_mm10b_full<-get.models(d_mm10b_full) 
ave_get_d_mm10b_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm10b_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_mm10b_full) 
 
d_mm10f_full<-dredge(mm10f_full) 
get_d_mm10f_full<-get.models(d_mm10f_full) 
ave_get_d_mm10f_full<-model.avg(get_d_mm10f_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_mm10f_full) 
 
d_ls1sp<-dredge(ls1sp) 
get_d_ls1sp<-get.models(d_ls1sp) 
ave_get_d_ls1sp<-model.avg(get_d_ls1sp) 
summary(ave_get_d_ls1sp) 
 
d_ls1fa<-dredge(ls1fa) 
get_d_ls1fa<-get.models(d_ls1fa) 
ave_get_d_ls1fa<-model.avg(get_d_ls1fa) 
summary(ave_get_d_ls1fa) 
 
d_ls1spbare<-dredge(ls1spbare) 
get_d_ls1spbare<-get.models(d_ls1spbare) 
ave_get_d_ls1spbare<-model.avg(get_d_ls1spbare) 
summary(ave_get_d_ls1spbare) 
 
d_ls1spfull<-dredge(ls1spfull) 
get_d_ls1spfull<-get.models(d_ls1spfull) 
ave_get_d_ls1spfull<-model.avg(get_d_ls1spfull) 
summary(ave_get_d_ls1spfull) 
 
d_ua_full<-dredge(ua_full) 
get_d_ua_full<-get.models(d_ua_full) 
ave_get_d_ua_full<-model.avg(get_d_ua_full) 
summary(ave_get_d_ua_full) 
 
###########################################################################
###########################################################################
################################SECR ANALSYIS########################### 
###########################################################################
########################################################################### 
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setwd("C:/Users/avkumar/Desktop/RWD/Kumar_trapping_secr_analysis") 
# 
install.packages("secr") 
library("secr") 
################################SUMMER 2013############################ 
# 
#LUPEN 
# 
lupen_sum13A<-read.capthist("lupen_sum13_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_lupen_sum13_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
lupen_sum13<-read.capthist("lupen_sum13_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_lupen_sum13.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ls13<-secr.fit(lupen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ls13) 
time.half.ls13<-secr.fit(lupen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~t, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(time.half.ls13) 
mix.half.ls13<-secr.fit(lupen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half.ls13) 
mix.half2.ls13<-secr.fit(lupen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~h2), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half2.ls13) 
AIC.table.ls13<-AIC(null.half.ls13, time.half.ls13, mix.half.ls13, mix.half2.ls13) 
AIC.table.ls13 
# 
#VULPEN 
# 
vulpen_sum13A<-read.capthist("vulpen_sum13_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_vulpen_sum13_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.vs13A<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum13A,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.vs13A) 
vulpen_sum13<-read.capthist("vulpen_sum13_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_vulpen_sum13.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.vs13<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.vs13) 
time.half.vs13<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~t, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(time.half.vs13) 
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mix.half.vs13<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half.vs13) 
mix.half2.vs13<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~h2), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half2.vs13) 
AIC.table.vs13<-AIC(null.half.vs13, time.half.vs13, mix.half.vs13, mix.half2.vs13) 
AIC.table.vs13 
# 
#PADDLE 
# 
paddle_sum13A<-read.capthist("paddle_sum13_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_sum13_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ps13A<-secr.fit(paddle_sum13A,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ps13A) 
paddle_sum13<-read.capthist("paddle_sum13_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_sum13.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ps13<-secr.fit(paddle_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ps13) 
time.half.ps13<-secr.fit(paddle_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~t, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(time.half.ps13) 
mix.half.ps13<-secr.fit(paddle_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half.ps13) 
mix.half2.ps13<-secr.fit(paddle_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~h2), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half2.ps13) 
AIC.table.ps13<-AIC(null.half.ps13, time.half.ps13, mix.half.ps13, mix.half2.ps13) 
AIC.table.ps13 
# 
#KIWI 
# 
kiwi_sum13A<-read.capthist("kiwi_sum13_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_sum13_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ks13A<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum13A,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ks13A) 
kiwi_sum13<-read.capthist("kiwi_sum13_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_sum13.csv", detector="multi") 
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null.half.ks13<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ks13) 
time.half.ks13<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~t, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(time.half.ks13) 
mix.half.ks13<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half.ks13) 
mix.half2.ks13<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum13,model=list(D~1, g0~h2, sigma~h2), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(mix.half2.ks13) 
AIC.table.ks13<-AIC(null.half.ks13, time.half.ks13, mix.half.ks13, mix.half2.ks13) 
AIC.table.ks13 
closedN(kiwi_sum13) 
# 
##############################WINTER 2014############################## 
# 
#LUPEN 
# 
lupen_win14<-read.capthist("lupen_win14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_lupen_win14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.lw14<-secr.fit(lupen_win14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.lw14) 
# 
#VULPEN 
# 
vulpen_win14<-read.capthist("vulpen_win14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_vulpen_win14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.vw14<-secr.fit(vulpen_win14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.vw14) 
# 
#PADDLE 
# 
paddle_win14<-read.capthist("paddle_win14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_win14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.pw14<-secr.fit(paddle_win14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.pw14) 
# 
#KIWI 
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# 
kiwi_win14<-read.capthist("kiwi_win14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_win14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.kw14<-secr.fit(kiwi_win14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.kw14) 
# 
###############################SUMMER 2014############################# 
# 
#LUPEN 
# 
lupen_sum14<-read.capthist("lupen_sum14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_lupen_sum14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ls14<-secr.fit(lupen_sum14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ls14) 
# 
#VULPEN 
# 
vulpen_sum14<-read.capthist("vulpen_sum14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_vulpen_sum14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.vs14<-secr.fit(vulpen_sum14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.vs14) 
# 
#PADDLE 
# 
paddle_sum14A<-read.capthist("paddle_sum14_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_sum14_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ps14A<-secr.fit(paddle_sum14A,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ps14A) 
paddle_sum14<-read.capthist("paddle_sum14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_sum14.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ps14<-secr.fit(paddle_sum14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ps14) 
# 
#KIWI 
# 
kiwi_sum14<-read.capthist("kiwi_sum14_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_sum14.csv", detector="multi") 
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null.half.ks14<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum14,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ks14) 
kiwi_sum14A<-read.capthist("kiwi_sum14_trapping_data_adults.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_sum14_adults.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.ks14A<-secr.fit(kiwi_sum14A,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.ks14A) 
# 
##############################WINTER 2015################################ 
# 
#LUPEN 
# 
lupen_win15<-read.capthist("lupen_win15_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_lupen_win15.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.lw15<-secr.fit(lupen_win15,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.lw15) 
# 
#VULPEN 
# 
vulpen_win15<-read.capthist("vulpen_win15_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_vulpen_win15.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.vw15<-secr.fit(vulpen_win15,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.vw15) 
# 
#PADDLE 
# 
paddle_win15<-read.capthist("paddle_win15_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_paddle_win15.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.pw15<-secr.fit(paddle_win15,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.pw15) 
# 
#KIWI 
# 
kiwi_win15<-read.capthist("kiwi_win15_trapping_data.csv", 
"nontarget_CBE_table_kiwi_win15.csv", detector="multi") 
null.half.kw15<-secr.fit(kiwi_win15,model=list(D~1, g0~1, sigma~1), buffer = 1000, 
detectfn=0) 
predict(null.half.kw15) 
 


